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Salary increases 
extended further 
ADMINISTRATIVE INSULATION 
next year's increase will be spread across the 
By Alex Leary campus, Whalen said. 
Ithacan· Staff The last all-campus increase was in 1993-
Salary increases, which were limited this 94, said Treasurer Carl Sgrecci. All employ-
year to employees· who make less than ees received an average increase of 4 percent 
$30,000, will be extended next year to in- that year. 
elude all members of the campus community But as cost containment became an issue, 
- all except the top administrators, said the College began to scale back the incre-
President James J. Whalen. ments. 
Whalen said he is leaning toward a deci- In 1994-~5. faculty and staff members 
sion not to include high-level administrators received a 2 percent raise. However, Whalen 
in the these raises because of a concern for and the vice presidents did not receive in-
certain employees. cre_ases, Sgrecci said. 
"There are a number of staff who are not Whalen said his first concern is creating 
well-paid," Whalen said. "I would prefer to equity for lower-paid employees. 
put money on those and not on the higher- "I want everybody to know there is a 
level people." priority in this year's budget to go back to 
Whalen stressed the importance of raising giving the salary increase, but I also said I'm 
staff salaries. He added that faculty and not inclined to move for the top people," 
middle-level administrators will also be in- Whalen said. 
cludedinnextyear'saveragesalaryincrease. However, he said this is not because ad-
Whalen said the decision not to have sal- ministrators are not doing their jobs well. 
ary increases last year was due to theColl~ge' s "It's nothing about their performance. It's 
cost containment issues stemming from ()µr:al?Uityto_sprcad'dollars'and.-~Y.'!,Vli;ler-
downsiziruuneasures. · · -- : "··'''.~ca1~-~,___ it."·.,··~-
.:But 1hat-~ was ~nly-te~ix>~~litfi:~)··Wruirtrrfutfif~·'·'<' ,,., ·. u!:· -r_.,,~r , 
Shuffling the deck 
Third Financial Aid director in _four years 
takes ·position _after recent resignation 
·-
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan News Editor 
The Office of Financial Aid will soon 
undergo its third change in leadership in four 
years. 
director, was not chosen for the position last 
y~ when }:lo was hired, Sgrecci said. "The 
search committee felt he had not had [the 
same) experience as other candidates." 
However, Sgrecci said, "In the last two 
years he's become fully engrossed in the 
process. I feel in the past two years he has 
become as qualified as any candidate in that 
The Ithacan/Jason Erlich 
Wayne Manwarren applies Insulated plaster to Wllllams Hall. Manwarren said 
the project would "keep the secretaries' feet warmer." 
Financial Aid Director Son Ho has re-
signed after just one year in the position and 
Associate Director Larry 
C.hambers has been 
named in.his place. 
Ho, who announced 
his resignation effective 
Oct 31, said he is leav-
ing the College to join 
his wife in Ohio. "My 
wife got a job [there]," 
Hosaid. "Wedecidedwe 
don'twanttoliveapart." &..J..;_;.i~-.i..~....:...i 
Ho said he will actu- CHAMBERS 
allybeleavingafewdays 
before the official resignation date. "I have 
some accumulated vacation time," he said. 
Treasurer Carl Sgrecci, who is tempo-
rarily overseeing the office, said there are a 
number of reasons for-Chambers' appoint-
ment to the director position. 
Prior to Ho's hiring last October, the po-
sition was unfilled for about one year, Sgrecci 
said, noting it wa,; a difficult tim~ for the 
office. 
To begin an external search riow or to hire 
an-interim director ·would create the same 
difficult situation, be said: "It would be an-
other period of uncertainty." 
Sgu:,cci added it· did not make sense to 
begin_ ail external search when a qualified 
~ Bhqdy existed within the office. 
~-is ve,y~lodgeableabout d1e 
~,~."beaid. . 
: ·~~~"il 1bc-1ime WU .ring 
[original) pool." 
Sgrecci expressed 
confidence that Cham-
bers will be successful in 
the position. 
Trustees meet, discuss 
presidential search 
"He is very qualified 
to take the helm at this 
point and move us for- · . 
ward," Sgrecci said. 
In an interview with 
The Ithacan , Chambers 
said he began working 
fortheofficeinJuly 1990 
HO 
as associate director. In October 1993 he was 
made acting director. 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
The presidential search and the faculty 
statement of shared governance were two 
main topics of discussion when the Ithaca 
College Board ofTrustees convened Oct. 11-
J 3 for their annual fall meetings. 
These were the Board's first meetings 
since President James J. Whalen annoum;ed 
he would be departing the College in 1997. 
''This was their first chance to sit down 
and talk about the search and talk about some 
of the things they were interested in. I am not 
privy to those discussions, nor am I taking 
part in any of the campus discussion, nor am 
I involved in the search," Whalen said. "I 
want to be helpful in any way I can, but I 
figure it's best for me to let the Board of 
Trustees and the campus community work 
together on finding the next president." 
Herman E. Muller Jr., chairman of the 
board, discussed the process of searching for 
a new president and forming a search com-
mittee, Whalen said. 
See TRUSTEES~ next page 
He served· in that capacity for one year 
un.til Ho was hired in October 1994, at which 
time Chambers resumed his position as asso-
ciate director. · 
Chambers, who previously worked as a 
financiaJ aid counselor at Niagara University, 
·sea.rch consultant hired 
said he believes it is important for the office By Robert White 
to continue functioning as normal. _ "'-tribut 
--·1~1y feel confident in my abilities _lth_acan _ ~,_.;;;..,.·~-0 r _______ _ 
and what rve-done heftt," he said .. It's criti- _Chairmanof ~eBoardofTrus~!{ennan 
calattl!_ispointintimethatourofticccarryon _M!11ler rccen~l aIµlOUDccd ~ hmng of a 
without iri~on. To~ needs to be .8 pnvate ~nsul~~ to assist m the search 
transition. niat's part of why I was nama1 forasu~r,aoPres14cntJames.J. Whal~n. 
before[Ho]evendeparted;:_sowe~tiyto _ In a letter to the College co~uruty, 
have as smooth a transition as possible " Mulltf wrote that.~ ~Uege retained the 
~~*.":"°of~~ is ·r~~drick and 
currently u~: . I 11 be hai;.,J!S bis.as. · ··. ~ ~- - . . . ... H. ·dri· • k and 
they want me.~ -.--_. _ . --. . .< n- ,, ..... ,.- are aware, ca c 
- '. 0 " : I '--;:~ S. 
Struggles is one of the world's leading execu-
tive search firms and I am very pl~ed that 
Mr. William Bowen, the managing partner of 
tJte firm's higher education practice, will be 
representing Heidrick and Struggles as our 
consultant," he states in the letter. 
In August, Whalen announced his plans to 
leave the College at the end of the 1996-97 
school year. 
Nancy Pringle, College attorney, will pro-
vide on-campus-based support during the 
SN CONSULTANT, next page 
2 The Ithacan 
TRUSTEES 
Contir,tued from previous page 
"I think Mr. Muller made it clear 
that the search committee will be 
formed the first part of the second 
semester of this year and that there 
will be ~tudents and faculty and 
staff on the committee," Whalen 
said. 
"We want someone with a strong academic back-
ground and we want to have diverse candidates. 
We talked about not limiting ourselves. " · 
-Warren Schlesinger, chair of Faculty Council 
and associate professor of accounting 
The Board not only discussed additional visits are scheduled on what people mean by that," Whalen 
the upcoming presidential search Nov. 15 and Dec. 7, Schlesinger said."Ifpeoplemeanbythatthatno 
amongst themselves, but also held said. ~ President could be appointed with-
discussions with the Faculty Coun- "[Bowen is) making it clear that out approval of the campus· com-
cil. hisseekingoutcommunityinvolve- munity and the faculty, that's not 
The Council met with Muller ment is not a one-time thing and true. The Board hires and fires the 
and Bill Bowen, the search consult- he"s willing to work at it as long as president." 
ant from the independent firm of the faculty, staff and students are," The Board created a suo-com-
Heidrick and Struggles. They- dis- he said. mittee, which will examine the gov-
cussed the criteria the faculty thinks In addition to discussing the up- emance of the College. 
are important in terms of the presi- coming presidential search, the "We're going to be asking each 
dency and what characteristics the Board received and discussed the ofthecouncilstorecomrnendpeople 
next president should possess, said statement. of shared governance for membership," Whalen said. 
Warren Schlesinger, chair of Fae- submitted by the Faculty Caucus. "That group will have a chance to 
ulty Council and associate profes- As The Ithacan previously reported, look over the governance docu-
sor of acc·ounting. the statement, which was endorsed ments again and have discussions." 
"Wewantsomeonewithastrong by the Faculty Council, outlined The presidential search and the 
academic background and we want guidelines for Board and faculty shared governance statement were 
to have diverse candidates. We cooperation during the presidential not the Board's only concerns while 
talkedaboutnotlimitingourselves," selection process. it was on campus. 
he said. "We think it's important "Therearesomeconcernsonthe Board members were brought 
By Ithacan Staff 
· ·A story wntten by two Ithacan 
staff members was named a finalist 
in the Associated Collegiate Press/ 
"Los Angelos Times" Story of the 
Year competition. 
The stol)', "When Wor:ds Col-
lide," by Marnie Eisenstadt and Jeff 
Se lingo is one of the four finalists in 
the news category and will be 
awarded either first, second or third 
place or honorable mention at the 
annual College Media Association 
convention in Washington D.C. on 
Saturday, Nov . .4. 
The ACP received more than 
250 entries for Story of the Year. 
The story detailed instances of 
alleged plagiarism by Peter Klinge 
associate professor in the depart-
ment of cinema and photography. 
"We put tremendous effort into 
the story and it feels good to be 
honored for it," Eisenstadt said. 
Michael Serino, managerof stu-
dent publications said, "Being 
named a finalist for the Story of the 
'· . ·.-;. .· .. 
"Being named afinalisr 
for the Story of the Year 
is appropriate recogni-
tion for Mamie 
Eisenstadt~ and Jeff 
Se lingo~ fair and thor-
ough handling of a very 
sensitive story. " 
-Michael Serino, manager 
of student publications 
Year is appropriate recognition for 
Marnie Eisenstadt's and Jeff 
Selingo's fair and thorough han-
dling of a very sensitive story." 
...,,_ . 
The story has already placed third 
in the regional newspaper indepth 
reporting category of the annual 
collegiate press competition spon-
sorecl-by the ~ociety of Professional 
Journalists. the article ~so won 
first in the in-depth news/feature 
story competition sponsored by the 
<;olumbia Scholastic Press Asso- · -
ciation. 
that the person has been in an envi- part of the Board. The Board is the up to speed on many campus issues 
ronment where issues of diversity final decision-making authority and including this year's enrollment, 
have been involved." they're concerned about making financialaidexpenditures,the~eed 
The discussion with the Board surepeopledounderstandthatthey to finish the Terrace renovation CONSULTANT 
reassured the faculty that their in- do have that final authority," project and the possible renovation 
put would be sought during the Whalen said. of Ford Hall. Continued from previous page "This was their first 
search process, Schlesinger said. The statement endorsed by the While on campus, Board mem- search for his replacem~nt. chance to sit down and 
"lnorderforthesearchconsult- Faculty Council comes from the hers were also able to meet with Pringlesaidthefirm'sroleinthe 
ant to be successful in working with American Association of Univer- campus groups including represen- search is not that of choosing appli- talk about the search 
a Board t.QJl~lp the College find a sity Professors and indicates that tatives from the faculty, staff and cant,; and weeding out people who and talk about some of 
very good candidate, he needs to faculty members should work with student populations. are not qualified. "Heidrick and the things they were 
learnaboutthenatureoftheinstitu- Board members during the search "ltwasn'ttheentireBoardmeet- Strugglesismoreofaconsultanton interested in. I am not 
tion and what it is that the people process and should have elected ing with everybody because that's the process of choosing and not on 
there want," Schlesinger said. "He representatives on the search com- not possible, but what they did was what the final choice will be,'! she privy to those discus~ 
needs to· work not just' with the mittee. divide up and go," Whalen said. "I said.. . . . · sions, nor am I taking 
Board but with the facu~ty , stu- "Whenpeoplestartraisingques- think they enjoyed it a lot and I've Pnngle said that smce the Col- part in any oifth cam-
dents and staff." · : ' · tions about equal participation, that heard very positive comments from lege has not had the need for a . . e 
Muller and Bowen h.a~e already is going to raise a question in the members of the campus comrnu- presidential search comn\ittee f6r- · pus discussion, nor. am /, 
made one campus visit, and two mindsoflheBoard[members]about _ nity about their interaction." , over twenty years;' many, .. people involved in the search. '1· · 
...--------------------------------------, don't really know what the process -James J. Whalen, president 
B • f I requires. r I e Y The Board of Trustees will be - . thefinaldecidingbodyinthechoice of the new President, Pringle said. Heidrick and Struggles was founded in 1953 and has been in-volved in leadership searches for" 
schools and companies for more 
than forty years, she said. Pringle 
also said Bowen has personally been 
a consultant in 153 searches. EVENTS 
' 
• ICT'J.'s wUrd, Frequency, and 
The Nothing Special will present 
a night of- t,,ands, spoken word 
perforroant:e, and improv -
comedy 011 Sunday, Oct. 29 at 7 
p.m. in Th~ Pub. 
. :, 
• The College Circle Apart-
ments will hold an open house 
on Saturday Oct. 28 from 10 a.m.-
3 p.m. for those interested in 
seeing an apartment. 
CORRECTIONS 
• In the Oct. 12 issue, The 
Ithacan incorrectly reported that 
Scott Ernst missed two extra-
point attempts against Alfred. 
Emst only missed one. 
• In the Oct. 12 issue, Jason 
Brady '97 was incorrectly 
identified as a senior. 
• It is the lthacan's policy to 
correct all errors of fact. To 
report corrections, contact 
news editors Mamie Eisenstadt 
or Bridget Kelly at 269 Park 
Hall or call 274-3207. 
raduate studies are the best 
prescrfption for career advancement 
The Bouve' College of Pharmacy and 
Health Sciences at Northeastern 
University offers graduate studies for 
those who want to excel m a health-
related profession. 
You'll be taught by faculty who have 
distinguished themselves m both teach-
ing and reseaJCh. Your studies will be 
enriched through Bouve's.affiliatfons 
with some of Boston's finest medical 
and research facilities. Study may lead to 
·a-iN5ier's degree, certificate of advanced 
graduate study (CAGS), or doctoral 
degree. Most programs are offered on 
a part-time as well as a full.time basis. 
For your convenience, courses meet in 
the later afternoon and early evening. 
For more infonnation, call (617) 373-27IB 
or fax (617)373-4701 or write Graduafu 
School, Bouve' College of Pharmacy and 
Health Sciences, 2ffi Mugar Life Sciences 
Building, Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA02115. 
Bouv6 College 
,:11 cf Pbannacyand Health Sciences 
f V Nriecata1Uainrsily 
Nortbc2'1ct11 Unlvcnily i< aca-cw1al by 1hc 
Nc:w l:ilgl,ls>dA...«:iMioa of School ,mil CoDcgcs,lnc. 
An Equal Opportunlty/alllrmali>C 
··-cdualioml ~ 
However, the board is going to cre-
ate a search committee to narrow 
the candidate list, she added. This 
search committee will in tum be 
advised by Heidrick and Struggles. 
Pringle said hiring a consultant 
firm is common practice for presi-
dential searches. She said Heidrick 
and Struggles has been consulted in 
the past by institutions such as 
Cornell University, Colgate Uni-
versity, Duke University, 
Dartmouth College and Northwest-
ern University. 
Pringle said the board hopes to 
run the search along an eighteen 
month schedule so that the new 
president will be decided upon dur-
ing the fall semester of 1997. 
The hiring of the consultant firtn 
is only the very beginning of the 
process. The real work will !_lot start 
until the spring of this year, she· 
said. 
SAM'S ,WINE & S.PIRITS 
Open: M,T,W,TH,SAT 10-9 
FRI 10-10 
• For~ign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine · 
• Low prices on a ~ariety of liquors 
126-S. Cayuga St. "Next to the Ritz" 272-4784 
Hair Des!gn and Tanning 
at Regan's Comer 
within walking distance·· 
.·_. · 277-8267 · tol.C. -
and plenty of free parlo;ng! ~- _ . ,_ . 
Please present.CQUpon tqJC>n visit Expires 12/1.-
• • • • • • • • • • • ~ • ~ • • •y "• • • • • •·•• • • • • • • • 
• · · - • - $3 00 OFF • 
: $5.00_off Perm • -Sh · C d Dry : 
• . - _ • ampoo, ut an • 
•.• ·-·-· ••• _: ••••••••• <- •••••••••••••••• 
: 1 month unli_mited-~g • : 
.,. $37.0(J,°~_fipal:1>¢· • $5.00 off_Hig~ghting • 
: $48;00,mple facial bed_ • · · - - : 
••••. ., ........ • -.- •• ta •• J'-. ••••••• ••••••••• 
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Budg~t f~qJ11:Jacks luster 
Few participate 
in College-wide 
Open meeting 
budget meetings by e-mail to im-
_prove turnout, Galt said. 
. . - Issues dfscussed at the meetings 
included the budget for improving 
technology on-campus, a possible 
pay increment for faculty, the li-
bra_ry budget, financial aid, the 
president's discretionary fund and 
the prospect of including the stu-
dent/faculty ratio as an economic 
budget item. 
By Heath~r Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
· Students, faculty and staff had 
the opportunity on Tuesday to pro-
vide input on the highly controver-
sial issue of how the College's 
money should be spent. The annual 
Open Budget meeting is held partly 
to help combat frustration ex pressed 
by the campus community that their 
voices are not being heard. 
But the meetings were almost 
silent. 
The entire budget committee and 
all the deans gathered twice, once 
in the afternoon and once in the 
evening, so anyone who wanted to 
come could find a convenient time 
to attend. A total of 13 people -
three students and several faculty 
and staff members - came to the 
afternoon meeting. Three students 
attended the evening meeting. 
"One of the issues on campus is 
communication," President James 
J. Whalen said. "So you gather all 
these administrators and deans and 
three people show up. That really 
frustrates me." 
Budget Director John Galt said, 
"It would be nice to have input at 
the front end - of course, people 
are always willing to critique the 
final product later." 
Tom Salin, the vice president of 
business affairs, said the President's , 
Advisory Committee, the Student . 
Government Association and Fac-
ulty Council were notified of the· 
meetings, and notices were placeck 
in The Ithacan th~ee weeks in a row.,· 
Galt said, "l think what you need 
to do is break down some of those 
barriers that [ cause people to be) 
afraid to say anything in a forum 
like this." 
Warren Schlesinger, associate 
professor of accounting and chair 
of Faculty Council, said the reason 
many faculty did not attend is they 
see the meetings as an opportunity 
for students, and because it was 
easy to forget the announcement 
between the time of the publishing 
of The Ithacan and the meeting. 
Schlesinger also said the faculty . 
feels it has been heard more lately. 
"It's like votes on school district 
budgets," Schlesinger said. "When 
you' re angry and upset, you tum 
out and vote. From the faculty per-
spective, things are more peaceful 
this year. So I think the low turnout 
is not necessarily a bad. indicator." 
In the future, the campus com-
munity will be notified of the open 
"We want to explore how we go 
about restructuring _in light of the 
financial aid we put out to attract 
this freshman class," Salm said. 
He explained how the budget 
process works: the budget commit-
tee, after accepting proposals from 
each department, will have a closed 
meeting Oct. 31 to finalize the bud-
get. The budget is sent to President 
Whalen and then to the Board of 
Trustees for approval or rejection. 
Financial aid is the second larg-
est budget operation, Salm said. 
Salm said he thinks the amount of 
financial aid awarded to this year's 
freshman class was higher than the 
College should be offering. Next 
year's freshman class will probably 
be awarded less. 
When Lauren Stanforth '96, edi-
torial page editor for The Ithacan, 
expressed concern about the late 
mailing of financial aid packages, 
Whalen said there had been fewer 
complaints about financial aid this 
year, but that the Financial Aid 
Office is in a period of transition 
with the resignation of the second 
director in two years. He said there 
is a consultant analyzing last year's 
packages who will continue this 
year, using the College's databank, 
which i~ maintained by Larry 
Metzger, director of institutional 
resµrch and enrollment planning. 
Comput.er services were also 
addressed" at the meeting. Jason 
Semansky '97 asked about modem 
connections in dom1s, saying, '"I 
think there should be a special em-
phasis on technology." 
Salm said that there are two 
major problems with dorm hook-
ups: there are not enough ports and 
students are staying on-line too long. 
He said they should be adding ports 
next semester and might create a 
time limit for users to combat the 
problem. He also pointed out other 
commitments to technology: the 
Center for Educational Technology 
is helping faculty to develop multi-
media presentations for the class-
room, the Trading Center in the 
School of Business and the Tech-
nology Task Force in the Park 
School of Communications. 
Stanforth asked about the re-
sults of the recent student meetings 
with the Board ofTrustees. Whalen 
said he had requested the meetings 
"One of the issues on 
campus is communica-
tion. So you gather all 
these administrators 
and deans and three 
people show up. That 
really frustrates me. " 
-James J. Whalen, 
president 
in response to people's opinions 
that he was not communicating their 
concerns to the Board, and he 
thought the meetings went well. 
"I think the meetings did put to 
rest the idea that there was some 
secret - that the only way you 
could tell the Board about the bad 
guy in Job Hall was through the 
newspaper," Whalen said. 
Provost Thomas Longin ad-
dressed the issue of the library bud-
get. He said Library Director Mar-
garetJohnsonhas been meeting with 
studeiits about their particular needs, 
and last year's senior class gift of 
money for library books helped. 
The only part of the capital budget 
that was not cut was the library's 
capital budget. It is bein& allotted 
$650,000 for periodicals and 
$150,000forbooksduringthe 1996-
97 school year. However, the book 
budget is still not as extensive as he 
had hoped it would be this year. 
"Because we really didn't start 
out as a liberal arts .college, we 
don't have the collection you'd ex-
pect to see after 100 years," Salm 
said. "We need to develop that core 
base-the traditional book library." 
Longin also addressed informa-
tion technology in the library; he 
said library automation was fin-
ished early for less than the bud-
geted funds. 
Longin said the College is run-
ning two years behind schedule on 
restoring the library budget. The 
ten-year plan called for a $1.2 mil-
lion budget by 1998-99, but it will 
probably be only $1 million, Longin 
said. 
Sometime before the turn of the 
century, Longin would like to build 
the book budget up to $500,000 to 
$550,000 for a three-year period, 
then lower it again once the book 
base is broadened. "But ifwe keep 
inching along like we are right now, 
we won't have that money by then," 
he said. 
Several administrators expressed 
disappointment with the turnout at 
the meetings and Galt said it would 
have been nice for people to come 
armed with questions. Neverthe-
less, Galt said, "Even if you have 
one student bring their comments, 
something was accomplished." 
Hart Electronics has purchased a 
truckload of one of Polk Audio's best 
selling loudspeakers at a very special 
price ! The Po~k Aud_io Monitor is a 
high qu~lity 2-way bookshelf loud-
speaker with a 6.5 inch woofer and 
dome tweeter. Great for small rooms ! 
Origi_nal retail '$110·00 ea. 
STORE HOURS 
. IIOH,TUE,WED-10TQ6 
THU,FRl-----10 TO SI 
SAT-;-------10TO6 
SUN·---12TO5 
SPECIAL -
PURCHASE 8891A 
ITHACA 
· 6u5 W. STATE ST:_ 
Just off Rt. 13, 
next to Kinko's 
. PHONE 272-2225 
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- The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Dr. Xing Ning Zhao, a local acupuncturist, gives an 
introduction to Chinese medicine. The presentation was 
coordinated by the department of Anthropology, Women's 
Circle and the Anthropology Club. 
itecycle@ Please recycle 
this Ithacan. 
:;_Mir~J'l~r~iid // Sun.)2-s 
,?-~···-, ,;,_,-·, · - -----~,,;,!>/.,: .. , · · -401 Eddy st il~ifi~:f : ~T\ ·' '. 
, -~ .. , .. _~-=~---••1/«o.PllJtll~~-Joe 'SI 
- ."'L. --- ---·---
... _. __ -·----...:..--.. ---... -.............. -............ · ...... --------------..-------- .......... _.__ ................... _ ............... , 
4 The'lthacan 
Welcome Ithaca College Parents to 
- . 
Featuring 
Browse our great 
selection of soaps, 
lotions, shampoos, 
CRABTREE & EVELYN 
potpourri, sachets, jams, 
specialties, dressings, 
large selection of chololates. 
1~5 S. Cayuga St. Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607) 272-4920 VISA/MC 1i 
We Ship UPS 
The academic choice for great prices and best 
_ service on computers, printers, accessories 
and software 
·.. ComputerlMd -- for Great Prices AND Great Service 
r:·, __ :'" ·• Hardware you want at prices you can afford 
. ·,, _ ·_ . P Vah,1c p.riccp academic versions of popular software . 
: ,., ,:; · • Servicelo-hl:!lp you make the best selection for your com1:1utmg needs 
-- : '·:r: • Service lo help you get up and runnmg on rour new equipment 
· • Factory~tborizcd service when you nced·,t 
Ithaca's Computer Headquarters for 18-years 
:<;~{,.. ·: ·pRJ :1:~~TJ - r11mPAa 
' \:~,:~~; 
-. ~-!)"'.,, · c·All,,pu-1erLanc1· 
t ~,N>1'7ri.3-f ........,..,. 
,C.,•""Cll'CI 
_;~-:_~ Business to business. Person to pcr&On. 
607 277-4888 • 371 Elmira Rd. (Rte. 13), Ithaca 
V"CSts,erling 
OPTICAL. 
We're focused on service 
• Guaranteed lowest prices • Frequent Buyer Program 
• One hour sen;ce • National warranty • Unlimited follow-up ,-isi~ 
Stop in today for a FREE eyeglass adjustment and cleaning AND 
a FREE bottle of eyeglass lens cleaner or contact lens care kit. 
No purduse necessa,y 
r ------A frame for every face! 50% Off All Frames I with purchase of lenses with scratch guard, UV and either tint I or anti-reflective coating 
L l'msentC<lLl)On at lrnl ol l)<ltllase. Noevalid..., "'f ohw ciscxxRs"' speaal ollers ~ Oh!rmtnax>r1Sllll!Jly. E,;,r.s 11/3005. 
------.-- --I _ _ An offer you can't refuse. . 1 
1~~~R~~:~~~:~~~~!!1 
C .. .,.2S~slepS.lighat~powersll)(-illlll)l*9p<Ma1"'-CClll4'CII~ olpod\ase.Nocwlid...,lltr(--«spocialolla.OlslllSlidorsl!lll¥,Elprw11/31W5. 
------.-- --I _ _ You won't believe your. eyes. 1 
I Two Pairs of Contact Lenses $49 I 
__ .,.., .. __ ..., __ ~l[lould,&Lanb~----
L.:-"'~Not--..,---... ~--Olw---ei,py, ' ~1- ' 
------
Pyramid Mall, _ 
40 C-atherwood Road 
Ithaca 257-2333-
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.-Students~ meet -with, Tuu•es' 
• • • • ._, .. .,,.,_ '\• • ,_-. • •• r ..:' • • • • • ' .., 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
During its October meetings, the 
Board of Trustees gave a group of 
students the chance to meet with, 
some of its members to address 
student concerns. 
The search process for (inding a 
new president and the lack of a 
director for the Office of Minority 
Affairs were among the topics stu-
dents discussed with Board mem-
bers, Student Trustee Y ecenia Villar 
'96 said. Students also asked ques-
tions about the condition of some of 
the residence halls, getting the 
dorms on-iine and t~e downsizing 
process. 
''The meeting was basically to 
provide students with a slightly 
more structured setting in which to 
discuss any issues of concern that 
they rriay have," Villar said. "There 
is the student leader reception ev-
ery February, but it's slightly more 
informal. This was more of a meet-
ing; there was a little bit more for-
mality to it because people were in 
a room and everyone was sitting 
around a table discussing the issues 
and asking questions." 
The direct meeting with the 
Board was an effective way to get 
student concerns across, said Tim 
Speicher '96, president of the Stu-
dent Government Association. 
"I thought it was good because 
we, as students, got to meet with 
trustees and just talk about things," 
he said. "The administration wasn't 
in the middle. This was more direct 
and we were able to get focused." 
. The Student Government 
Association's executive board and 
John B. Oblak, vice president for 
student affairs and campus life, se-
lected the group of students and 
made sure it was representative of 
the campus population, Villar said. 
"I was looking for students who 
I knew _would be interested and 
would be able to provide construc-
tive feedback at the meeting," she 
said. "I wasn't looking for heads of 
any organizations. I was looking 
for regular students who are signifi-
cantly involved ori campus, but 
aren't necessarily the students in 
the spotlight.". 
"The meeting was 
basically to provide 
students with a slightly. 
more structured setting 
in which to discuss any 
issues of concern that 
. they may have. " 
-Y ecenia Villar '96, 
student trustee 
The meeting, which lasted for 
nearly two hours, gave students a 
chance to voice their.opinions. 
"I spoke about Ford Hall and the 
need for renovations there," Stacie 
Pirozzi '96 said. 
The Board members said reno- , 
vating Ford Hall was at the top of 
their list of projects, said Pirozzi, 
who is a music education and per-
formance major. 
"I thought it was really a good 
thing and is something that should 
definitely continue," she said., "I 
genuinely felt they were being h~n-., 
est and they seem to want to be 
there to help." -
Registration starts early .. 
By Marnie Eisenstac;lt 
Ithacan News Editor 
Advanced Registration has be-
comeeven more advanced this year. 
John Stanton, registrar, said the 
College has moved Advanced Reg-
istration up a week, to Oct. 30-
Nov. 9, because of some technical 
changes being made to the registra-
tion process. 
The changes, which involve 
moving the data base from its cur-
rent system to the DEC system on 
the Ithaca VAX, were originally 
scheduled to be made during Fall 
Break. However, the Office of In-
formation Technology decided the 
four days was not enough time to 
make the shift, Stanton said. 
Therefore, registration had to be 
moved up to alf ow time for first 
entering the data into the old sys-
tem and then moving it to the new 
system, which will not be service-
able until after Thanksgiving Break. 
This change has been in the 
works for quite some time, Stanton 
said. ''This has been three-and-a-
half years ofa hell ofa lot of work," 
he said. 
The new data base will be rela-
tional, Stanton explained. This 
means it will be easier to niove 
information from one locatjon to 
, arioitier.'The new system witFals'o1' 
increase information availability. 
- Because the system will be on 
the VAX, it will allow for many 
paper-saving changes in the future, 
Stanton said, adding advisers will 
possibly be able to register students 
from in-office terminals. 
Looking even farther into the 
"The faculty and ad- . 
ministration have had 
advanced warning. " 
-John Stanton, registrar 
future, Stanton said students will 
have computer access to complete 
degree audits. These will show'stu-· 
dents, on their terminal screens: the 
courses they have completed' for 
their degrees and theircurrentgr,;ide-
point averages. 
Stanton said it seems the 1cott1•' 
munity is aware of the changes in 
the registration schedule. Almost 
80 percent of the course-listing 
newspapers have been taken. ''The 
faculty and administration have had 
advanced warning," he said. Let-
ters announcing the change were 
sent to students last week. 
Businesses depend on students 
By Edward Alessi 
Ithacan Staff 
Almost 25,000 college students 
converge on the Ithaca area in Sep-
tember and leave in May. This 
means that during these months 
"If it weren't for the college students what would 
Ithaca be? Ithaca College and Cornell make the 
area thrive. Ithaca is very fortunate to have so 
much exist. " 
-Frank Rogan, owner, Rogan's Comer 
there are 25,000 more customers to the tourists who pass tltroughlthaca, the business is university-related," 
shop at local businesses. he said. , she said. 
From pizza places to restaurants Rogan's Comers is not the only The Ramada Inn Airport and 
- to hotels, many of the local busi- pizza restaurant that relies on col- Executive Conference Center also 
nesses in Ithaca thrive due in large lege students to succeed. Domino's allows families to reserve rooms 
part to the two colleges. Pizza sales drop by 70 percent dur- for graduation far in advance. The 
Businesses are greatly affected ing the summer when th.e student hotel has already booked reserva-
by the local colleges, said Frank population.decreases significantly, tions for the next three years for ~e 
Rogan, owner of Rogan's Comers said Rollins Crene, store manager. Cornell University Graduation. It 
and Franco's Italian restaurant, lo- Clothing retail stores are also has also taken reservations for the 
cated near the Ithaca College cam- affected by the local-colleges, said 1996 year and half of the 1~7 year 
pus. During the summer months Tanya Bell-Swartz, store manager for Ithaca College. said Tammy J. 
when the college student popula- ofEddieBauerinthePyramidMall. Morehouse-Johnsoh '87. director 
tion decreases, so does his business "During Parents Weekend, of fronf office operations for the 
at Rogan's Corners, he said. Eddie Bauer definitely sees a huge Ramada Inn. 
"lfit weren't for the college stu- increase in business. Also, the Local college h~gouts like the 
dents what would hhaca be? Ithaca people from the southern states do Ninesfindadrasticdecrcaseduring 
<;:ollege and Cornell make the area notbavesomeoftheclothingthatis the summer. -. : _ 
thrive. Ithaca is very fortunate to -available bei:e." Bell-Swartz said. ·However, when the college stu-
have so much exist," Rogan said. Hotels such as the Holiday. Inn dents leave. the iocals tend to fre-
WhilC? business at Rogan' s de- also benefit greatly by being lo- quent the ·nearby· bars ·arid ~tau-
creases by one-half during the sum- cated ,in. a· college. town. During rants,saidAdamlCrassen~um'96, 
mer, the amount of customers at May, ~~ hotel' usually fills _up its awaite.t and bartender atthe Nines. 
Franco's Italian restaurant fluctu- l1~1:rooms with the parents of -. . . ·Plums,fo~lya~ilraAt;fta:s 
ates very little throughout the year,_., irad:~iig co~legc students. said . becntransformedintoalocalpubto 
R~gan said. During Parents Week-__ J~~ro~.' direc!or of sales. appeal to college ~ut\e-~, ~d 
end, however, business there· -_ ·. -~~bcgmstakingreserva- inanagerMargaretRjghtmycr.-Thc 
doubles, he said. . tioiis Jar. ~uation exactly one . transition was made-·.'due to a de-
Rogan does not rely on the· col- _. __ y~ ~ :advance. The rooms arc c~se in . the· itstaiirant! s· . .-profit 
Jege students to make his gas st,a--:: .. ~lY.:~td·out by noon on.that· margin.Busincssat.Plumsiri.~:... 
tion business profit. however . . · _7f_; _.-fla)'VQ~gt!)SSO said. . by· lS. percent ~wing the ~~~I 
This business inc~. by JQ':·.~\\',t~~tr~collegesmakeupthe ·year.Rightmyersaid. . : ----:-:.;. 
percent during the summer due ·fu, . . :~~~!_the hotel l\Usiness. M~of · -· _ _.. _ : - . 
' . ~ . . - . . . ' . . ··. . . ' 
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COiiege s8laries,become,more equitable 
- ' . 
By Alex Leary -
Ithacan Staff ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES 
As the Ithaca College salary pool de-
creased in the 1993-94 fiscal year, so did the 
gap between administrative and faculty pay 
raises, according to recent documents filed 
with the Internal Revenue Service. 
The pool increase, or average salary in-
crease College-wide for 1993-94, was 4 per-
cent, down one point from the previous year, 
said Treasurer Carl Sgrecci. 
However, the difference in percentage of 
increase among individual vice presidents 
and faculty members also fell, according to 
IRS form 990. This form is filed by the 
College each year and must then be made 
available for public inspection. The I 993-94 
form is the latest one available. 
Top administrators' salaries were closer 
to the pool than in the .1992-93 fiscal year. 
In 1993-94, the range of salary increases 
for top administrators was 3 percent to 5.7 
percent compared to 5.1 percent to 9.56 per-
cent in 1992-93, according to the 990s. 
President James J. Whalen said the 1993-
94 increases were equitable if the average 
administrative salary increase is compared to 
the average faculty salary increase. 
James J. Whalen, President 
(At IC since 1975) 
Thomas C. Longin, Provost 
(At IC1973-82, 1985-Present) 
Thomas R. Salm, Vice President 
for Business & Administrative 
Affairs (At IC since 1976) 
Carl Sgrecci, Vice President/ 
Treasurer (At IC since 1969) 
Margaret T. Ball, Vice President/ 
College Counsel (At 1c 1983-1993) 
**Bonnie Gordon, Vice President for 
College Relations (At IC since 1980) 
John B. Oblak, Vice President for 
Student Affairs & Campus Life 
(At IC since 1979) 
1989-90 1990-91 
$221,250 $257,000 
$107,625t $107,625t 
$96,000 $102,000 
$6,720t $7,140t 
$100,000 $108,000 
$7,000t $7,650t 
$90,000 $99,000 
$6,300t $6,930t 
$61,000 $70,000 
$4,270t $4,900t 
$83,000 $90,000 
$5,810t $6,300t 
1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 
$271,945* $269,192* $269,189* 
$93,180t $95,934t $95,937tt 
$3,085ttt 
$108,500 $114,035 $117,500 
$7,595t $9,123t $9,400t.t-
$3,086ttt 
$114,500 $120,500 $124,100 
$8,015t $9,640t $9,928tt. 
$3,0B9ttt · 
$105,000 $110,500 $115,000 
$7,350t $8,840t $9,200tt 
$3,0B4ttt 
$80,000 $86,400 $67,542 
$5,600t $6,912t $5,403tt 
$762ttt 
$79,411 $87,000 $92,000 
$5,559t $6,960t $7,360tt 
$3,071ttt 
$95,500 $100,800 $106,000 
$6,685t $8,064t $8,480tt 
$3,079ttt "If there were 990s for anybody else, [ they 
would sho'!V] there were people who got more 
than 4 percent," Whalen said. "I think we did 
a good job. Some faculty members are very 
well paid," he added. 
Figures for 1990-1991 through 1993-94 are from Internal Revenue Service Form 990. In order to be compared to past years, figures from the 990 for 
1992-1993, which only covered an 11 month period, were pro-rated. 
Warren Schlesinger, associate professor 
of account/ng and chairman of Faculty Coun-
cil said the gesture to address equity was 
welcomed in light of the financial crunch. . 
· "That showed a demonstration of gOQd 
will on the president's part in a period of 
restrained resources to try to direct those 
resources where they are needed most," 
~chlesingcr said. 
Some increases in particular s~ out 
among.the numbers. The highest increise for 
1993-94, of5.7 percent, went to Bonnie Gor-
don,. vice president for college relations and 
tContribution to employee benefit plans 
tt Contributions to retirement fund 
ttt Other contributions to benefits 
resource development. Gordon also received 
the largest increase the previous fiscal year. 
Whalen explained that Gordon, who was 
appointed to vice president in 1992, did not 
get paid a vice president's salary when she 
began in office. In an effort to offset the 
difference, the College has increased her 
salary over the past few years, Whalen said. 
Whalen said the increase in Gordon's 
salary also addressed issues of equity and 
/',.,.,,,_,..,.,. _____ www""",,,,,_,www ____ S-(''),_ ____ ,___ ~,-----"". 
Hey kida, Uke good mu6ic7 
Then come on down to see 
from Burlington,. Vermont 
' 
at Key West 
this Saturday~ October 28th 
at 9:30p.m. 
\. _________ _ 
Tickets available Ociober 20 
at the. Ticket Center at Chrrton 
House and Rebop Records. 
_ Tapes, and Compact o,scs In 
Cotlegotown · 
$7 Ctuldren, senior abzens, 
and llhaca College 
students 
$12 Ithaca College dlumnl, 
facully, slaff, and 
adrrunistralors; 
Fnends of Ithaca eonegc. 
.other sludenls 
$14 General poblic 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
CONCERTS 1995-96 
"Al,\ral Pearls" 
.......... ._ 
"THE QUINTESSENTIAL 
INTERPRETER OF ART SONG." 
-CLElfEUlND PLAJN DEALER 
'ELLY AMELING, soprano 
RUDOLf JANSEN, piano 
Performing an all-Schubert program 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
FORD .HALL AUDITORIUM 
8:15 P.M. 
A pre-concert lecture by Professor Patrice Pastore 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. -
in room ~-0-1, Ford~~---~, ITHACA 
ELLY AMELING, SOPRANO 
I 
*The President's total compensation has not changed from 1990-1991 although the distribution 
between cash compensation and contribution to employee benefits have changed. 
**Bonnie Gordon was promoted to Vice President for College Relations in June of 1991. 
increased responsibilities. 
"People were concerned with the equity 
issue, people were asking why is [Bonnie] 
down there and all the guys up here?" Whalen 
said. "Bonnie oversees some major opera-
tions at the College. That is not an out-of-
sight salary at all." 
Every year the College detennines an 
employee's eligibility for a raise. Recom-
mendations made by the deans and vice presi-
dents are based on the increase pool and 
reviewed by Whalen and a salary committee. 
"If you had a 4 percent pool you could 
recoJlllllend as high as 6 [percent] and as low -
as 2 [percent]," Whalen explained. ''We-gave 
people an opportunity to say 'Some people 
aren't doing a very good job, therefore they 
don't get the 4 percent,' or 'Some people are 
doing better and they deserve a couple of 
extra points."' 
Seniors and their Parents 
are cordi~lly invited to ... 
Wine ~ Cheese Jfappy Jfour 
Friday, October 27, 1995 
From4-7pm 
in the College Pub 
Must be at least 
21 to drink 
6 The Ithacan October 26, 1995 
Warmer waters PU~~KIN :PERF~Tl~N 
Professor takes teaching position at 
university in Western Australia 
By Jennifer Battista 
Ithacan Staff 
The seasons there are reversed, 
which makes the beginning of 
winter's onslaught in Ithaca the 
perfect time for one Ithaca College 
professor to head "down under." 
Assistant Professor Francis J. 
Marra has recently accepted a posi-
tion as a senior lecturer and se-
quence coordinator for the public 
relations program at the School of 
Business at Curtin University of 
Technology in Perth, Western Aus-
tralia. He said he saw the announce-
ment for the position in an ad and 
simply inquired. 
"It just went from there," Marra 
said. "An opportunity like this only 
comes once in a lifetime." 
"I expect public rela-
tions will be the same. 
The biggest difference 
will be the environment 
and dealing with stu-
dents with a manage-
ment background." 
schools. 
- Francis J. Marra, 
assistant professor 
"I expect public relations will be 
the same," Marra said. "The big-
gest difference will be the environ-
ment and dealing with students with 
a management background instead 
of communications." 
The assistant television-radio 
professor accepted a three-year con-
tract at the University and will be 
leaving Ithaca College at the end of 
the semester. He said he was not 
sure what he will do when the three 
years are up, but he wouldn't mind 
comi~g back to the College. 
Marra added that his leaving has 
nothing to do with the recent 
downsizing at the College. 
"No, not at all," Marra said. "It's 
a wonderful opportunity to teach 
public relations in a school of 
business in an international 
environment." 
The Ithacan / Patty String 
Kids and adults allke enjoy the pumpkin display at Iron Kettle Farm on Route 96B. With 
Halloween fast approaching, revelors have a short time left to make their holiday selections. 
Marra said he is a little anxious 
and nervous about going because 
Australia is a long way from home 
and his family is not going. 
Board names two new members· 
"Al this point I don't know what 
will h~ppen," Marra said. "I'd like 
to [come backJ because it's a good 
enviropment here." 
'I-ii~· position at Curtin as senior 
lecturer is the Australian equiva-
lent of his position here as assistant 
prof~ssor. He said Australian uni-
versities differ from American uni-
versities in their course of study in 
social sciences and liberal arts. Also, 
in some cases there are three-year 
P..t9~fl!TIS insteaq of four because of 
~e l 3 in Australian secondary 
"Lots of friends want to visit, 
though," Marra said. "I'm booked 
for the next eight months." 
Curtin University's main cam-
pus is in Perth, which is a large city. 
The University also has three branch 
campuses in Hong Kong, Singapore 
and Kuala Lumpur. Marra said he 
hopes to get the opportunity to teach 
at these campuses. 
"I'd also lilce to see a kangaroo," 
Marra said with a laugh. 
FIND fi RIDE FOR 
THANKSGIVING BREAK 
By Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees may be receiving some 
new visionary input. 
At its meetings on Oct. 11-13, 
the Board named two new mem-
bers, one being Stephen C. 
McCluski '74, senior vice presi-
dent for finance at Bausch & Lomb. 
McCluski has held many posts 
at the company since his arrival in 
I 988, including president of 
Bausch's Outlook Eyewear com-
pany, according to information 
from the Office of Public 
Information. 
McCluski, who graduated from 
the College cum laude in account-
ing, was awarded the Ithaca Col-· 
lege Accounting Club's Outstand-
ing Alumnus Award last spring. 
Diane J. Storck '70 was also 
named as a new member at the 
meetings. Storck co-owns Cigogne 
Enterprises, a free-lance market-
ing, consulting and TV production 
business in Chicago, Ill., with her 
husband. 
According to the information, 
Storck also worked at the PBS af-
filiate in Chicago and was a pro-
duction liaison for "The 
McLaughlin Group." 
Storck was named vice presi-
dent of the Ithaca College Alumni 
Association Board of Directors last 
February. 
Storck graduated from the Col-
lege cum laude in television-radio. 
The Board also recognized re-
tired trustee James W. Tucker as an 
honorary member. He was com-
mended for his insight and commit-
ment to the College. 
Your 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
CONNECTION 
• Guaranteed Lowest Airfares 
Let someone else do the driving! Or better yet, let 
someone else pay for the gas! Whether you are 
offering a ride or need one, The Ithacan Ride Board 
is the best way to get the word out! 
r-----------------------7 
1 The Ithacan Ride Board 
I 
I . a Ride Offered 
I a Ride Wanted 
a One-Way Ride 
o Two-Way Ride 
Deadllne: 5 p.m. Monday 
preceding publication 
Destination: -----------·----------
Date & Time: ___________________ _ 
Name: _____________________ _ 
Address: _____________________ _ 
Telephone: ____________________ _ 
Note: ______________________ _ 
Ride Board price ls $2 flat rate per week. 
The Ithacan accepts cash. checks. Visa. and MasterCard. 
All Ride Board advertisements must be placed In person at The Ithacan 
office. 269 Park Hall. A valid Ithaca College Identification card must be 
presented. L _______________________ J 
The ITHACAN 
~:, The Newspaper For The Ithaca College Community· 
• Student Discounts 
• Spring Break Specials 
• Full $.ervice- NO FEE Agency 
• (Staff and Faculty Welcome) 
• Free Ticket Delivery 
• Tickets by phone 
• Major Credit Cards Accepted Ithaca Travel Outlet 
272-6962 
313 North Tioga Street 
(New Downtown Location!!) 
Find us in the NYNEX Yellow Pages 
-
FL 
Microwave Popcorn 
Mondays & Tuesd~ys 
Come To 
CollegeTown Video. 
To Receive Your Free Bag · 
Of Microwave Popcorn _ 
In Addition To Our Rent 1 : 
Get 1 Eree Promotion! --· 
103 Dryden Rd0272-3502,~Free ·MembershipDOpen ute 269 Park Hall • ~lephone 27.4-32d7 II i=ai ~? 4-i ~$f\j;: . , 
. - .· ·:_;· =~:.--·,~·:_~:,:: ... r~·-,~-':::~1'1..:, .. ;=._ ___________________________ _. 
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Berlo to-
be first 
speaker 
in lecture· 
Clear theDl away or leave them? 
• series -
By _Ithacan Staff 
Communication theory 
pioneer David Berlo will speak 
at the College Thursday in the 
first talk of the "Lectures in 
Corporate Communication" 
series. 
Berlo's speech, "Organi-
zational Communication: Its 
Origins and Future Directions 
in Shaping the Workplace," 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Roy H. Park auditorium, ac-
cording to information pro-
vided by the Office of Public 
Information. 
Berlo is the author of a 
book entitled '"The Process of 
Communication," ~urrently 
in print in seven languages, . 
according to the information. 
Berlo's talk, sponsored by 
the department of corporate 
communication, is part of the 
20th anniversary celebration 
of the College's corporate 
communication graduate 
studies program, according to 
the information. 
.; 
Jen Reardon 
Ithacan Staff 
When the word autumn is men-
tioned, fall foliage probably comes 
to mind. The autumn breezes have 
begun to rustle through the leaves, 
causing many to be scattered around 
campus. 
Why does Ithaca College go 
through the trouble of cleaning up 
the leaves that cover the ground? 
Why not just leave them there? 
Fred Vanderburgh, superintendent 
for maintenance and grounds, said 
it is not only for appearance's s~e. 
"It is not mainly for looks," he said. 
Some students say cleaning up 
the leaves does not seem impor-
tant. "Cleaning up makes [the cam-
pus] look very nice. Besides for 
aesthetic reasons, I see no purpose," , 
said Nie Riley '99. 
Maureen O'Donnell '99 agreed. 
"It shouldn't be a priority. There 
are more important things the 
school could spend money on in-
stead of raking the leaves," she 
said. 
But removing the leaves does 
not cost the College any extra 
money since it is included in the 
general budget, Vanderburgh said. 
"It's part of the yearly mainte-
nance," he said. 
Vanderburgh said there are rea-
sons for cleaning up the leaves. Not 
picking up the leaves could also 
cause another problem - it may 
damage the grass or possibly even 
Saturday, November 4 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
Bob Marlon and Herb Gable collect fallen autumn leaves with a vacuum outside of Terrace 12. 
kill it. 
"It's just like putting a blanket 
on the grass. [The leaves] will 
smother and kill it and in the long 
run will cost us more money," 
Vanderburgh said."They can be a 
hazard on sidewalks and could cause 
injury because they are slippery 
when wet," he continued.· 
The amount of rain and how 
much the wind blows determines 
the number of leaves strewn about 
campus, Vanderburgh said. 
Depending on the amount of 
leaves that fall, approximately two 
to three groundsworkers dispose of 
the leaves periodically. "Some of 
the leaves are hand-raked and some 
are picked up with back-pack blow-
ers. Then they are brought down to 
the central plant," he said. 
A large vacuum is hooked onto 
the back of a truck and brii1gs in 
leaves that are later used for com-
post. 
Some of the piles are also used 
for clippings, chips and mulch, 
Vanderburgh said . 
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i 
- I Carved Maple-Glazed Ham Bnff et /._ 
Includes: salad barf freshly baked breads, 
soups and our famous dessert bar. 
.. : : .... ,. ~ 
i_ .-~e:appointntent-with your a«fyisor . 
I 
' 
$15.95 
plu tai ud gral1ity 
For the -Holidays, Remember 
the Club for_ Catering 
The Chm oifers full-service catering and event planning. 
lfietler it'i a special oooasion for.business, 
family and friends, bliday parties, retreats, reuiom, retirements, 
· wedmng rmptioos,.,inluys, or anniversaries, the 
Office of Eonf erence au Event Services will aa:ommodate yoar needs. 
For ,ou next special event call !74-3313. 
_ For Reservations, 
mll 27 4-3393. I TOWfR ~ h!!c'! 
COlllCI 
.1 :_Keep app(Jbitm,~nt_with ~rlsor, review SPRING 96 needs, 
.-=-. -you and adiisor sign form. 
4. Take fotni to Registrar's office-at once. . \ 
-A~vance Registration ends November 9, 199S; 
• • __ ' ·-- : • ,I' ,( 
Planned Parenthood of Tompkins County . 
provides affordable, quality health care,: I 
with a wide range of services, including; 
•Annual exams & infection checks 
• Birth control including Depo & Norplant · 
• Pregnancy testing & counseling 
•Midlife services 
•Abortion 
•Cervical cancer screening & treatment 
•_STD testing & treatment 
• HIV counseling & testing for women 
•Sexuality education programs 
And we accept many forms of insurance. 
So rely on the name you've always 
trusted ... tFil Planned Parenthood® II=' of Tompkins County 
314 West State Street, 273-1513 
Open Mon.- Thurs. until 8:00 pm., 
Fri. until 4:00 pm. 
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the 
Ithaca College Office of Public Infor-
mation, based solely on reports from 
the Office of Campus Safety. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged 
to contact the Office of Campus 
Safety. Unless otherwise specified, 
all reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
Friday, October 13 
IIThree students were referred judi-
cially after being located in the foun-
tain area of Dillingham Center. 
aTwo students were referred judi-
cially after an altercation occurred 
within a residence hall. 
aA student was referred judicially af-
ter throwing an object at another stu-
dent near a residence hall apartment 
complex. 
aTwo students were referred judi-
cially after possessing a beer ball 
within a residence hall apartment. 
11A staff member reported damage to 
the access phone located on the sec-
ond floor of Terrace 5. 
Saturday, October 14 
aA student was issued an appear-
ance ticket for the Town of Ithaca 
Court for harassment after the stu-
dent, who was in an intoxicated con-
dition, struck another student in the 
throat. The injured student was treated 
and released from the Cayuga Medi-
cal Center. 
•A student was referred judicially af-
ter intentionally breaking a window in 
a residence hall. First aid was pro-
vided at the scene. 
•A student reported the theft of $45 
from their residence hall room on the 
13\h l\oor ol the East Tower. The!\ 
occurred around noon this date. 
aA student reported damage to their 
vehicle while the vehicle was parked 
in M lot. Damage consisted of prying 
to the passenger's side door. It is 
believed that someone attempted to gain 
entry to the vehicle between midnight 
on October 12 and 12:30 p.m. this date. 
11A student reported the theft of a stereo 
from their vehicle while the vehicle was 
parked in L lot between 12:30 p.m. on 
October 13 and 7:00 p.m. this date. 
11A student reported damage to their 
vehicle while the vehicle was parked In 
S lot. It appeared as though the vehicle 
was struck by another vehicle causing 
damage to the bumper. 
11A student reported the theft of their 
stereo and cassettes from their vehicle 
while the vehicle was parked in M lot 
between October 12 and this date. 
aThe Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to the fifth floor of the East Tower for a 
fire alarm. The cause for the alarm was 
undejermined. 
Sunday, October 15 
aA student was referred judicially for 
violation of the alcohol policy and for 
being in possession of marijuana and 
drug paraphernalia within a residence 
hall room. 
aTwo students were released from the 
East Tower elevator after the elevator 
became disabled between the first and 
second floors. The elevator was dam-
aged as a result of the incident. Investi-
gation is continuing. 
11A staff member reported damage to a 
street light located on the walkway on 
the east side of Smiddy Hall. It is un-
known when the damage occurred. 
aA staff membet reported the theft of a 
"Peacock" brand gourmet coffee pot 
which was taken from the Egbert Dining 
Hall during the lunch hour on this date. 
In addition to the coffee pot, a detach-
able label was taken which read "French 
Market Toffee." 
Monday, October 16 
11A staff member reported damage to 
the window portion of the Terrace 4B 
entrance door. 
11A staff member reported damage to 
the baseball scoreboard which was 
located in L lot extension over the week-
end. It appeared as though someone 
walked across the board while It laid on 
a storage trailer In the parking lot. 
IIThe Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to the first floor of Terrace 12 for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a smoke detector activated 
by smoke due to burned food. 
11A student reported the theft of $20 
_from their bookbag at the Egbert Dining 
Hall manager's office between 4 and 1 O . 
p.m. on October 15. 
11A staff member reported that some-
one had placed plaster over a smoke 
detector located near room 117 of the 
Ceracche Athletic Center. 
11A student was referred judicially for 
possessing marijuana and drug para-
phernalia within a residence hall room. 
Tuesday, October 17 
•A student reported the theft of cash 
taken from the student's backpack while 
the backpack was left unattended in the 
Art Department In the Ceracche Athletic 
Center. Theft occurred between 10:00 
a.m. and noon this date. 
•A student reported the loss or theft of 
their wallet from the first floor hallway of 
Hill Center sometime between 11 :30 
a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 
•A student reported their vehicle was 
damaged while the vehicle was parked 
in S lot between October 13 and this 
date. Damage consisted of dents to the 
hood of the vehicle. 
11A student reported the theft of a mag-
netic sign from the parking enforcement 
vehicle while the vehicle was parked in J 
lot between 5:30 and 5:45 p.m. The 
magnetic sign Is white with blue lettering 
and reads "Parking Enforcement." 
11A student was transported to the Health 
Center after experiencing a seizure in 
Hill Center. 
Wednesday, October 18 
11A student was arrested for driving while 
intoxicated and was issued an ap-
pearance ticket for the Town of Ithaca 
Court after being stopped for a traffic 
violation on Main Campus Road. The 
student was also referred judicially in 
connection with the incident. 
11A student was transported to the 
Health Center from a College Circre 
apartment after sustaining a lacera-
tion to their finger during a seizure. 
11A staff member reported receiving 
harassing/annoying telephone calls 
on their offlC8 voice mail. 
11A student reported the theft of two 
containers of personal articles taken 
from the elevator lobby area on the 
second floor of the West Tower. 
Theft occurred prior to 9 p.m. this 
dale. 
Thursday! October 19 
ilA staff member reported the theft of 
a showcase that had been removed 
from a wall in the hallway of the 
Towers Concourse. 
aA staff member reported the theft of 
a direction sign from the ground floor 
entrance of the West Tower. 
11A staff member reported the theft of 
a fire safety evacuation sign taken 
from the 12th floor lobby area of the 
East Tower. 
11A staff member reported the theft of 
a sign from the door of the Cornell 
Federal Credit Union in the base-
ment of the West Tower. 
11A staff member reported damage to 
a blue light near the walkway to 
College Circle Apartment E. It ap-
pears as though the damage was 
malicious. 
11A student was referred judicially for 
damage to a blue light phone. 
astudents, ·staff and fac;ulty are re-
minded not to block stairways and 
entrances when exiting a building 
during a fire alarm. Also, to ensure 
your safety and the safety of others, 
stay out of parking lots and fire lanes 
reserved for responding emergency 
vehicles and personnel. 
404 W . .:;tate St. PIZZERIA Ithaca, NY 
Ithaca's biggest Calzones ... Guaranteed! 
Over 14" Long, Only $ 4.25 each! 
1."Gotta Lotta Ricotta"Cheese -
(Mo~ILI. R.icocta, Pccorino Romaoo and Sp1ce1) 
2. Ham-
(Mozurclla. Ricotta, Pcconno Roma.no a:-id Sp1cca) 
3. Veggie-
(Muah.room1, Olives, Hot Pc-ppm, Spinach, Or.ior.1 
4. Pepperoni -
(MoZZ&rtlla, Ricotta, Peconno RonW10 and Sp1cea) 
5. Spinach & Cheese -
(MoZZMClla. R.icona, Pcconco Romario acd Spica) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese -
(Moz::tm'Clla, R.iCOlta, Peconno Roma:10 a::id Sp1ca) 
7. Meat -
(Mozun:lla, RJcottA, Pcconno Romano and Spices) 
8. Chicken -
(Mou:an::lla, R.icOlLA, Peconno Rom.Aoo and Spica) 
9. Eggplant -
(Mou.arclla, RiCOCLa. Pc:conoo Ron\ADO 11.::id Sp1cca) 
10. Mixed-
(Pq,paoni. S01.W1gc, Pcppcn, Mushrooms 
11. Chicken Bleu -
( Barbcquc Oticb:n. Blue O,ccsc)' 
12. Hawaiian - •New* 
(11am. Pineapple) 
13. Seafood - •New• 
(Crobmeal. Shmnp) 
14. Meatball Pannazone - •New• 
(Mcalballa. Tomato Sauc:<:) 
15. Sausage Parmazone - •New• 
(Sau1.11.ge, Tomato Sauce) 
16. Veal Parmazone - •New• 
(Veal, Toma!o Sauce) 
17. Pestozone - •New• 
(Shccd Tomaloa, Pelto Sauce) 
18. BBQ Smokezone - •New• 
(Grilled S1calc, Sm:>kcd Barbeque Sauce, MozurcllA.. 
R1cocta, 
19. Cordon Bleu - *New• 
(Chicken. Ham. Blue Otccsc) 
20. Artichoke Zone - •New• 
(Artichoke 11.,....) 
Ithaca's First Pizza and Sub Shop 
Special Thanks To Frank Tansey & Rich Bruno From 
Terrace 3 
Free Delivery Until 3 am 
Visa & Mastercard Accepted On All Deliveries 
272-1950 
Also available: SUbs: Salads. Spinach Squaas. Porty Pocks. Poslo. Jolopano Poppers. 
iAll Calzones Include: Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pecorino Romano & Spices eroccom Poppers. Gourmet Pizzas.Pizzo Frttta(fr1ad dough) and Mozzorelo stlCkS. Onion 
Made freslz to order, Any Calzone can be altered to your specifications Rings. Chicken Angers. Pepperoni Rolls 
------------,----------~-- --------~----r-~------~---1 Buy one cal zone at regular priccand I Buy one calzone at regular pnceand I MEDIUM cheese pizza, one I LARGE cheese pizza, one I 
I get the second for $2.25, Just for I get the second for $2.25, Just for I DOZEN Buffalo Style Chicken I DOZEN Buffalo Style Chicken I 
I mcntioning"G.P. Knoughs Calzones"1mentioning"G.P. Knoughs Calzones"I Wings $7.41 I Wings $9.26 I 
when ordering. I when ordering. I · I · _ I ~ •present with purchase Exp1res 111151')5 I •present with purchase Expires I l/15/9S I • must mention when onlering expires 11/15/95 
1 
• must mentiolj when ordering expires 11/1~~ 
-----·--------------------------~------------~--~-----7 , 
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Yo-·Yo-
Oieters More 
:Pe pressed 
By College Press Service 
HOUSTON-Yo-yo dieting may 
be hazardous t~ your mental health 
as well as your physical well-being, 
researchers say. 
In the first study of its kind, 
psychologists with the Baylor Col-
lege of Medicine's Debakey Heart 
Center have discovered that the 'yo-
yo' method of losing and regaining 
weight is frequently Jinked to poor 
self-esteem and depression. 
"Previous studies have shown 
that yo-yo dieting can put people at 
risk for diseases like diabetes and 
heart disease," said Dr. John Forey~ 
director of the heart center's Nutri· 
tion Research Clinic and head of 
the research team. "People who re-
gain weight feel bad about them-
selves, so their self-esteem suffers 
and their depression worsens." 
· In the study, nearly 500 men and 
women were monitored for weight 
maintenance, gain and loss within 
one year. To check for stress, ab-
normal eating behavior and weight 
perception, the study participants 
completed a series of question-
naires. 
The results showed that those 
who maintained their weight were 
more healthy overall than their 
counterparts. 
"Unlike the weight fluctuators 
who have a negative self-image 
about themselves, the weight 
maintainers had a greater sense of 
well-being, a lower stress level and 
better control of their eating," Foreyt 
said. ''The weight fluctuators, re-
gardless of their weig}:lt, felt a sense 
~ of failure anditustration." 
More than 90 percent of Ameri-
cans who lose weight through diet-
ing regain the weight, Foreyt said. 
'The key to healthy weight main-. 
tenance is changing your lifestyle, 
not constant dieting," he said. 
•New needles per customer 
•Autoclava Sterilzation • 4 
•Fine Line \Iii-'"'" 
•Black Work """"'''" ftlSt I 
-Cover-Ups "' .. eo.fS• 
•Recoloring tot 15 ~ 
•Body Piercing 
•Walk-lo, Welcome• 
Sunday.Monday, Tueeday, Wednooday 
(607) 539-7268 
CBJI for appointment! 
· 382 Downel Rd, Brooktondale 
eHng In heae coupons 
tor great -vlngal 
--------1 All 811dv Piercin9 1 
I 10°/o OFF I 
II- Expires 11/2/95 -II 
-------- ' 
• Tattoos! ,· 
: $50-S200 10%OFF ;: 
. I OVer S?~ 250/oOFF I 
L 1==:imires 11/2/95 J. 
-------- ' 
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Weekend Upd·ate 
· E'VIN N-EALO 
~ 
NORM M~cDONAL 
Saturday, Nov. 4, 1995 
8 p.m. 
N 
Ben Light Gymnasium 
Tickets available at IC Campus Center 
and ReBop Records, Collegetown 
$7 w/ ICID $9 General Admission -
For more info. call 274-1621 
Alcohol, Cameras, and Recording Devices Prohibited 
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QUOTE OF 
THE WEEK 
"One_. of the issues on 
campus is communi-
cation. So you gather 
all these administra-
tors and deans and 
three people show up. 
That really frustrates 
me. 
- President James 
J. Whalen 
page 3, column l 
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Strange Silence: Community should have attended Open Budget Meeting in light of past protest 
In order to be heard, you have to use your voice. 
Unfortunately, the College community chose to be silent at the 
Oct. 24 Open Budget Meeting, a forum designed to field any ques-
tions faculty, staff or students had about the 1996-97 operating 
budget. 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
the end of Whalen's presidency would be a waste of breath. However, 
people should not slip into a state of complacency because Whalen is 
leaving in two years. Frankly, the turnout at both of these meetings was pathetic. 
Or perhaps the College community is content with the way things are 
running now. 
Thirteen people attended the 3:30-5 p.m. meeting, and only three 
people - two Ithacan staff members and one other student -
showed up at the evening gathering. For example, faculty members applauded President Whalen at an 
Oct. 10 Faculty Council meeting less than a semester after 20 faculty 
walked out of a Humanities and Sciences meeting, in protest to the lack of 
communication between themselves and Whalen. 
It is hard to believe that only 14 people out of the more than 
5,500 students and more than 500 faculty arid staff members had 
questions and concerns for the vice presidents, deans and even 
President James J. Whalen last Tuesday. Even last year, when there were widespread concerns over open 
communication with the administration, only 30 people attended the 
budget meeting. 
Why did no one attend a meeting where all the leaders of the 
Colle_ge exposed themselves to questions and criticism from the 
entire community? But even if the community is content with all aspects of the College, 
students, faculty and staff have a responsibility to show an interest in the 
College's operations. 
One could make the argument that the meeting was not publi-
cized enough. However, the administration ran an advertisement 
about the Open Budget Meeting for two weeks in The Ithacan and a 
front page story about the meeting ran in the Oct. 12 issue. The 
Student Government Association and Faculty Council were also 
notified of the meetings. 
Throughout Tuesday night's meeting, the administration occasionally 
danced around questions. But even if Whalen soft-shoes around touchy 
subjects, at least he is allowing the College community to pose queries in 
an open atmosphere. 
Whalen expressed his deep frustration about the weak attendance at 
the meeting. If the College community does not take advantage of 
communication lines that already exist, then what incentive is there for the 
administration to open up additional dialogue? 
Open communication between the College community, the 
administration and Board of Trustees has been a constant point of 
contention since Whalen announced downsizing measures in 
October 1994, but you would never know it from the attendance at 
the meeting. Lauren Stanforth 
Editorial Page Editor Perhaps the College community feels that voicing concerns at 
LETTER 
Ithacan 
must aid in 
career hunt 
I was glad to finally see some news about the 
Office of Career Planning and Placement in the 
Sept. 28 issue of The Ithacan. As career plan-
ning has become the most important and chal-
lenging task for every institution, there are no 
more life-long jobs in this country. 
On average, every American changes jobs 
five to six times throughout their lifetime. Fur-
thermore, from 198 l to 1992, 29 million Ameri-
cans searched for new jobs. 
This data and other related statistics have 
made Americans seriously consider: when to 
start planning for their future careers. Some even 
argue that career planning starts at the moment 
when one decides to gain skills and abilities for 
a finer incorporation into any field at any age. 
Author Robert Bellah describes three types of 
work. First, there is the job where the goal is to 
simply earn a living and support your family; 
then there is the career where you trace your 
progress through various appointments and 
achievements; finally, there is the calling, the 
idea blending an activity and character that makes 
work inseparable from life. · 
I regret to say that I have found the views of 
the Editorial Page Editor lacking the facts of the 
job search dilemma. I agree with the fact that 
Career Planning services are not sufficient due 
to the ever-changing nature of the issue. But it is 
also true that we all should feel responsible and 
support the Office of Career Planning and Place-
ment on this difficult assignment. 
The Ithacan, for instance, could effectively 
contribute by providing useful information such 
as statistics and articles about jobs and various 
careeractivities every week. Many college news-
papers do actively participate in career planning 
activities through their paper, Netscape and other 
interactive tools. 
Furthermore, we all should realize and once 
more, remember, that no task would be accom-
plished unless everyone gets involved. Finally 
you have to remember your readers, college 
students who are the real participants of this 
endeavor. My sincere suggestion to The Ithacan 
is to take its place as a dynamic member in this 
issue immediately and cooperate closely with 
the Office of Career Planning and Placement. 
LETTER 
Parking and towing blues 
On Sunday, I learned too well that visitor 
parking at Ithaca College can be expensive if you 
don't know the university rules. To save your 
visiting friends and family members $100 and a 
big hassle, I wanted to share my recent experi-
ence. 
Over the past years, I've driven the three-to-
four-hour journey from Canton, NY to IC sev-
eral times. Strangely enough, I do not recall 
anyone impressing upon Irie the need to inform 
campus ·security of my arrival. I wish someone 
had. 
I could have eliminated this 
nightmare had I known I must 
register my car with security -
before parking on campus. Send-
your visitors to campus safety 
and ask questions. I visited 
campus safety twice that day and 
the on-duty officers did not 
immediately explain the policy, 
procedure and how to avoid 
fines. Everything I learned, I 
asked. 
Last Saturday, I spent much of 'the day off 
campus. I returned to campus around midnight, 
ready for a good night's sleep in my sibling's 
room in The Towers. After driving around the 
packed Towers lot twice, I settled for a Tower 
Club space. After all, who wants to park across and a release form to retrieve my car from the 
towing place a couple of miles from campus. 
a strange campus and walk alone? At my small Being it was Sunday, I had to schedule an 
liberal arts university in rural New York, we are 
discouraged from walking alone and have a appointment to pick up my car. How would I get 
there? My sibling knew of no·one who could 
sympathetic student organization devoted spe- chauffeur me around Ithaca for the afternoon. 
cifically to providing safewalks and safe-rides. 
Thus, I decided totakethecloserspace. Itwas My feet? Perhaps. In the end, I called upon the 
late, it was dark, 1 was tired, other cars were only other people I knew at IC, two spectacular 
parked in Club spaces, the Club was only open off-campus. students and one agreed to help. 
on the weekdays ( other veteran IC students later I could have eliminated this nightmare had I 
informed me the Club is used Sunday mornings known I must register my car with security 
for brunch) and I was leaving before noon the before parking on campus. Send your visitors to 
next day anyway. · . - campus safety and ask questions. I visited cam-
Sunday morning, my car wa~_ missing and in pus safety twice that day and the on-duty offic-
its place was not another car, but a yello:-,; sa~- ers did not immediately explain the policy, pro-
horse barricade. Needless to say, I was happylhe· cedure and how to avoid fines. Everything I 
space was being put to good use. -I reported the learned, I asked. _ 
theft, only to discover that security had sane- Hopefully, others will learn from my mis-
Shahriar Khan tioned it. I hiked to the C~pus Safety office to talces. Save yourselves the time, money and 
Graduate student, collect two ticke~, one for parking in a ~~cted hassles and free up campus safety to tackle more 
Corporation Communication space and the other for no caIDpus registration, significant.crimes 00 campus. 
L - _- . -.. -_Shelly L Pike 
.-.....~--------~~•~ ....... &~a~L~a~•--aa•••-----~-------------------arn,,n ~~-----------------------.--.-------. ...... --~-.-..-...-.,-------.... --------J ...
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Not all republicans· are white 
There has· been a dramatic ·in-
crease in the discussion of race 
relations, especially between whites 
. and blacks across America in light QfRodney King, the L.A. riots, the 
· OJ. Simpson trial and more re-
cently, the Million Man March; 
President Bill Clinton has called it 
"one of America's most pernicious 
problems." Every day, there is 
something in the media telling us 
things are going to get worse. 
Americans are intimidated into si-
lence by the intense pressure of 
political correctness, in fear that 
even the slightest criticism may be 
misconstrued as racism. 
As a result the topic i_s never 
raised and solutions are never 
brought to the table. Th.e topic is 
even more difficult for republicans, 
~ho are stereotyped as white males 
who are only looking out for the 
rich. Any attempts to reform the 
coun~erprod~tive welfare and af-
finnativeaction programs have been 
answered with charges of discrimi-
nation. Although republicans share 
the desire for every American 'to be 
self-reliant and successful, they are 
labeled "hate mongers." · 
In an attempt to shed new light 
on this political hotbed, the Ithaca 
College Republicans have invited 
Mr. Emanuel McLittle to speak on 
this subject McLittle is the founder, 
pu~lisher and editor-in-chief of 
Destiny Magazine, a publication for 
conservative African-Arpericans 
that challenges the message of the 
dominant black leadership and of-
fers an alternative. 
· McLittle will discuss how some 
have made the social and political 
environment such that whites who 
criticize blacks for whatever reason 
are called racists and blacks who 
disagree with the destructive agenda 
for black radicalism are called Uncle 
Toms or worse. 
'The issue of race is not compli-
cated, as some would have us be-
lieve," McLittle said. He will ad-
dress what he believes what some 
leaqers dread you knowing - that 
is choking the resolve out of most 
Americans. 
. On behalf of the Ithaca College 
Republicans, I encourage all stu-
dents and faculty to come and hear 
McLittle's message this Thursday 
at 6 p.m. in the Klingenstein Lounge 
in Phillips Hall. It is a unique op-
portunity to hear that the mainstream 
media would never report. 
Todd Post 
Chairman, 
Ithaca College Republicans 
Walking 50 hours.for charity 
Being involved in the collegiate veniences and problems for daily 
11tmosphere can be a very demand- routines that many of us take for 
ing experience, whether you are a granted. The sec, a local not-for-
studeilt balancing six · exams, an· profit organization, provides sup-
eight- page report and a clas.s pre- port services from physical therapy 
sentation all occurring iri the next to social services for challenged 
five days; the professor who must individuals and --their families in 
grade the eight- page paper handed Tompkins County and surrounding 
in by 50 students; the support staff counties. 
who toil to keep the College opera- In recognition of this 50th year 
tional or the administration who the physical therapy students are 
, mustmaintainafiscallysoundinsti- walking 50 Hours for 50 Years. 
tution. We all have hectic sched- Beginning today Oct. 26 at 9 a.m., 
ules. Our chaotic lives naturally re- PT·students are taking shifts and we 
suit in our own self-consumption are keeping someone on the track 
l and w~- become oblivious· to Ollf0 : - for°-50,stfai_ght h0UfS in-an effort to 
surroundings. We ·often forget that· bring ·awareness· to the 50th' anni-
there are others that have inconve- versary of the PT program, Physi-
-niences and problems too. cal Therapy Month and the efforts 
The Special Children's Center of the Special Children's Center, 
works with people of all ages that . while soliciting for donations to 
have disabilities that cause incon- . raise money for the SCC. In the 
foyer of the student union there is a 
table with a big banner asking for 
your donations. Also roaming" 
· arourt9 campus are PT. students 
looking for generous individuals to 
help us with our cause and at 
Butterfield Stadium on Saturday we 
will be making our last plea for 
your support. 
So please take time out from 
);OUr frantic schedules and go to the 
Union between 11-1 pm. today and 
tomorrow, or donate at the football · 
game and give dollar or two. It's a 
very simple way to help others and 
with our -combined effort we ·can 
raise a lot of money for a good 
cause. Thank you very much for 
your support. 
Michael House, PT Club 
President 
Physical Therapy '96 
BEi IER THflN fl 
LEI I ER HOME ••• 
A subscription to The Ithacan is the 
perfect way to let parents and friends 
know what's happening ar~und 
campus. So send a subscription now 
to parents or out-of-town friends. 
The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper For The Ithaca College Community 
The Ithacan 11 
THE ITHACAN INQUIRER 
''What are your plans for y_our relatives 
during parents weekend?" 
Jen Conway 
Physical Therapy '98 
"We're going out Friday evening for 
dinner. On Saturday we will go to the 
football game - shopping.)~_'Ve·will 
go to brunch Sunday morning.". 
Jason Stoddard 
Occupational Therapy ~§tr 
"We plan on going to "l?i?i~",, !he 
football game, Buttermilk ~al~.and 
generally catch up, since ,\;_ha,),'.en't 
been home yet." 
,:_·-- !11·, 
~ _, ; I' 
Jon Whitehe~d' 
Physics '98 
"l"m going to take them to my f{ugby 
game Saturday and church on·{,un-
day. I'm going to get my dad plas-
tered." 
Photos by Zoya Herrnsteen 
r-------------------7 
THE ITHACAN 
SUBSCRIPTION 
FORM 
Name _________________ _ 
Address ________________ _ 
City _____ _ State ___ Zip ___ _ 
Telephone c ____ _,) __________ _ 
Cost: $25 per semester, $43 per year 
Send check or money order payable to 
ITHACA COLLEGE - THE ITHACAN 
with this form to: 
The Ithacan 
269 Park Hall 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
The Ithacan Accepts: [II] 
[ZJ 
Call ( 607) 27 4-3207 to subscribe -
using a credit card. 
L---------~------~--~ 
~---
--=--~--~-- -- * Waterski like a Pro! 
-- ~ * Have a gunfight in the Old West! ~ ~ Plus exclusive sports footage from ESPII! ~ • 
Snowboarding • Go-Kart Racing • Downhill Skiing • Hang Gliding 
And Muclt, Much Morel - _ 
N.A.C.A. Campus 
Entertainment Awards 
Novelty Special Event 
1994 & 1995 
I·, ---· ~· .. -,>,, .-J., 
A matter of 
-OIC·e 
Searching for healthier 
options in dining halls 
halls for the past few 
By Christina Tormey years. His plans include ' 
Ithacan Staff introducing foods with 
row ling bellies, watering mouths and less fat and cholesterol in , · 
thoughts of food are just a few of the the menu. 
signals that it's time to eat. And for ·Daniels said his goal is 
. most, finding food isn't a problem. Finding to serve foods in which less 
healthy food - food low in fat, yet full of than 35 percent of their calories 
nutrition - can be slightly more challenging. are from fat. 
Ithaca College Dining Services has been male- "I think [35 percent] is a high mark, 
ing a transition to foods lower in fat. Although so what we try to target is 25 to 30 percent," 
many of the foods now served are low in fat, they Daniels said. 
may not be as low as you think they are. Daniels introduced stir-fry and a larger selec-
Because of this, many students may be unsure tion of vegan and vegetarian food. Substituting 
of what is healthy and what is · olive oil for- other oils has 
not.Ortheym!,lybetempted "/ think we've done a very helpedlessensaturatedfat. 
by the daily stock of french d . b if . "I think we've done a 
fries, hot dogs and hamburg- goo JO f! trying to ere- very good job of trying· to 
ers available in the campus ate new dishes and new create new dishes and new 
-dining halls. ways of getting out ways of getting out 
~v_eryo~ehasacc_esstothe healthier foods." healthier foods," Daniels 
nutntional information of the Ste . D· . I said. 
itemsservedthroughDAKA, - \ien . ame s, Daniels also pointed 
,.~~~p~n~thatservicesthe executJ.ve chef out that Mexican food is 
~-uaqtfiilfs, also usually fairly low in 
· Dining services makes this information avail- fat, as long as the item is made with beans instead 
l '• 
~-_;.,, 
• The Ithacan 
Thursday, October- ~6,-J995 
·Page 13 
., -., ~...: 
able through the Video Kiosk in Egbert Dining of meat. Condiments such as sour cream are 
Hall, or students can request the book at the optional. Instead, use salsa, a non-fat way of 
.,,__ check-in station at any of the dining halls. How- spicing up food. 
The Ithacan/Jason Erlich 
Choosing healthier options often means forgoing your favorite vices. . 
"".ever, because ofrecentchanges, this book will be However, the most popular foods are still fried 
unavailable until after winter break, said Howard items, Daniels said. · 
McCullough, director of dining services. The vegan population has suddenly increased 
Executive Chef Steven Daniels said he has within the past three years. 
been trying to get healthier foods in the dining The population of those who want less fat in 
their diet has advanced within the past 
five years, Daniels said. 
Currently. dining services is in the 
. process ofacquiring foods like fat-free 
cheeses, eggless pa<;ta, baked tortillas, 
Kashi and other cereals. rice cakes, cook-
ies, organic peanut butter and beans and 
other healthier alternatives frQm ·a com-
pany named Real Food Servi<_:~ in Colo-
rado, Daniels said. 
EATING IT UP Choosing healthy options by 
following a triangle of foods This chart has a breakd.own of the calories and fat in some sample dishes at the dining halls. All information was provided by dining services. 
By Christina Tormey 
Ithacan Staff · 
a Follow the food pyramid. 
• Eat a variety of fruits and vegetables. 
Over the course of a week, 20 to 25 different 
Item Portion Calories Fat(g) Percent of Calories 
Because it's tough to keep track of types of fruits and vegetables should be con-every calorie and gram of fat con- sumed to maintain a balance of the different sumedinaday,CarolynHodges, vitamins each one provides. 
nutritionistattheHammondHealthCen- • Eat three meals a day. Skipping 
ter,offerssomeadviceaimedatavoid- breakfast slows down the metabolism 
ing the "Freshman 15" while main- for the day, so everything eaten later 
taining a healthy diet and exercise on truces longer for the body to break 
regimen. down and use as energy. 
• Tak"e a multi-vitamin --------- • Exercise regularly. Partici-
supplement. Females may Meat, pate in aerobic activity for 20-
also want to take calcium and .Milk, Poulti, 30 minutes three or four times 
Yogurt & F" h · iron supplements as they IS , eans, a week. Cheese E & Nut 
· tend to have a lower daily ggs s • Alcohol is a large con-Group· Group 
intake of- calcium and 2-3 2-3 tribut,ortoweightgain. 
iron than males. Also, Servings Servings "Any alcohol is me-
females have a---------..------- tabolized like fat. It 
. greaJer need for mimics that behav-
these minerals. Vegetable Group Fruit Group ior,"Hodgessaid. 
-• Don't elimi- 3-5 Servings 2-4 Servings • Think 
nate fat from ~---------..._ _______ __.,. heaJthy.Hav-
the diet but ing prob-
A typical meal 
Roast Turkey 
Mashed Potatoes 
Carrots 
Spinach 
TOTALS 
Commonly eaten items 
French Toast sticks 
French Toast 
Shoestring Fries 
Baked Potatoes 
Buffalo Wings 
Chicken Jardinere 
Vegetarian Menu 
Mexican Lasagna 
Bean Chili 
Jamaica Patties 
Red Beans & Rice 
Vegetable Stir-Fry 
Size 
4oz. 
4oz. 
3 oz. 
3 oz. 
4oz. 
4oz. 
3oz. 
8oz. 
4oz. 
6oz. 
8oz . 
6oz. 
7oz. 
3oz. 
6oz. 
143 
49 
37 
24 
253 
389 
217 
268 
200 
326 
222 
365 
98 
462 
74 
68 
3.9 
4.0 
0.2 
0.2 
8.3 
22 
5.7 
14.1 
0.2 
16.1 
6.1 
12.3 
0.1 
24.4 
2.5 
3.2 
from Fat 
24.5 
'73.5 
.05 
.08 
30 
51 
24 
47 
.009 
45 
25 
30 · 
13 
48 
30 
42 
do limit it. Bread, Cereal, Ri(.e & Pasta Group l e m s 
The body - 6-11 Servings choosing 
has a ------------------------·. between 
Healthy f 09~ options exist in Itha~a 
ne~d- for . The Ithacan/Melissa Bartlett foods or By Ithacan Staff . 
.· some fat. carolyn Hodges, healtli center nutrll:lonlSI,·' ' Ii mi ting . Looking for a healthy .alternative off 
· lt ·. pro- -reconimenda ~lollow this chart to maintain a f o o d ? Wheth · h f · 
· vides es- well-balanced dlel. lnfolmatlon provided by: U.S. g r o u p s ~p~ ~r 10 searc ~ a nutri-
_. ·n....-- of .a·...a.._ •• tture, U.S. Department of Health from the . lional sit-down dmner or a quick sh~p-
·. sential ~......... '"V""'"" ral ta ts d 
·anct Human Servk:es. · - . . pmg spree, seve res uran an grocenes 
fatty 1:!C~ · , • f ·. . diet may existinlthacaandcanprovideanicemon9tony 
ids, slows the digestion of food, which pre- _be ~!Y signs o an eaung disorder. Hodges breaker from eating pizza or shopping down 
vents· hunger, and helps the body feel estimates about one ~ut_of ~ Ithaca Col- the large aisles of big-name grocery stores. 
~tiat~. lege students has an eating disorder. For a wholesome meal, Moosewood' s Res-
taurant in the DeWitt Mall offers vegetar-
ian food that are made from organic veg-
etables. 
Ithaca hosts two natural food- grocery 
stores. Oasis Natural Grocery, also in the 
DeWitt Mall, offers a selection of all-natu-
ral packaged and fresh food items. 
GreenStar Co-op Market on West Buffalo 
Street offers a larger selection of these 
items. Both feature organic foods as well. 
\I' I I I• I I, Ir r r' 'I I'''' . ''I' 
'' ......... '' •' '•'' '•' I•'•'''' 
'. '.',., .. ,. (,,' 
r' I I'' I' It'•'' 
(. '' ''. ••I••••• 
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A Lego land revisted - .. .... :... ~~:~ .:-.. · ACt"".f. -':T lNf-~ J..\ l'. S t-lAPPENiNG ~." ~ • r .~ . 
Co~petition offers chance to break out old toys 
By Jessica D. Wing 
Ithacan Accent Editor 
Those who still possess a love 
for Legos should consider dragging 
out their favorite childhood toy for 
adult competition. 
Community members are invited 
to participate in the Fifth Annual 
Lego Building Competition, which 
will take place on Nov. 11 at the 
Ithaca High School cafeteria. Sub-
missions may be entered through 
Nov. 5 at the Comer Book Store in 
Ithaca. 
The competition began five years 
ago as a promotion for the Lego 
company and a fundraiser for the 
ScienCenter. 
About 100 people of all ages 
enter the competition every year, 
said Sally Grubb, public relations 
director for the Comer Book Store. 
"It's grown bigger every year," 
Grubb said. "We would really like 
to see more adult<; [enter]." 
Design categories include fan-
tasy, space, mechanical, realistic 
and best of show. Prizes will be 
awarded in all categories. 
Cost for registration is $1 for 
children, $2 for adults and "$3 for 
families. All participants will re-
ceive a 15 percent discount on a 
Lego purchase. 
Past creations have included a 
dragoh with flapping wings, a 
booby-trapped house that resembled 
the one from "Home Alone" and an 
Eiffel Tower replica. 
Judges from the community will · 
include engineers, architects, art 
teachers and designers. 
Only Lego or Duplo parts may 
be used in entries. 15"x 30" is the 
maximum base si2;e for entries. 
They also must be boxed for easy 
moving and be mounted on a sturdy 
base. 
For more information, call 273-
600 l. 
The art of telling untruths 
Study shows that college students lie to their parents a lot 
friends and in 48 percent of the search on morality, noted that "it's 
By College Press Service discussions they had with acquain- very easy to tell a story and know 
When University of Pennsylva- tances. it's unlikely that you 'II get caught. 
nia junior John Ng lies to his par- When talking with strangers, the "Parents are far away and they 
ent<; about his grades, at least he studyparticipantslied77percentof can't check up on you," Bersoff 
knows he is not alone. the time. added. 
Ng said he has friends who lie so University of Virginia research- Holt made a distinction between 
often that "eventually you can't tell ers speculated that lying to strang- lying about less important issues 
if they're lying or not." ers is easier than lying to one's and not telling the truth regarding 
A recent study done by Univer- parents. more significant topics such as 
sity of Virginia researchers vali- But University students said ly- money or grades. · 
dates Ng's experiences. College ing to their parents about small is- "l find it disturbing when it gets 
students throughout the nation lie sues was not difficult at all. to bigger things," she said. "When 
in half of the conversations they UPenn first-year student Nancy it's little, it's not right, but it's not 
have with their mothers, the study Holtsaidshehasnothadtolietoher like you're harming anyone." 
says. parenti. yet, but could see herself Some students said they were 
Surveyed students did not talk doing it when "little things" arose. not sure how accurate the study 
with their fathers often enough for "If they asked me what time I was because the results did not 
the researchers to obtain that data. got in, I would probably say it was portray their behavior. 
The study also reported that stu- earlier than it was," she said. "I think I'm a lot more honest 
dents lied in 28 percent of the con- UPenn Psychology Professor than most people," UPenn first-
versations they had with close David Bersoff, who is doing re- year student Tara Pellegrino said. 
ON ... 
. ' 
s1.._n_ Carson 
Occupational Therapy 
:99 t ~ 
• Born: July 3, 19n 
• What would you be doing 
If you weren't a student at 
IC: Going to Keuka College 
• What you'd like to get 
around to doing: bungee 
jumping 
• Things you can do 
without: HODA 
• Peraon you'd most like to 
have dinner with: my 
roommate's mom ' 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Pat Boyton 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: Seinfeld 
• Three things that can 
always be found in your 
refrigerator: Labatts Blue, 
coffee, water 
• Ithaca's best kept secret: 
nude townies at the cliffs 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: trying to get into 
IC3 
• People may be surprised 
to know that I: have perfected 
the art of throwing up off the 
third floor of Bogart 
·aus1c 
• Maids of Gravity 
arid Gwen Mars 
Thursday, Oct. 26 
The Haunt 
• Bllndman's Holiday and 
Dora Flood 
Friday, Oct 28 
The Haunt 
$5 
THEATER 
•·1ns· 
Tuesday, Oct. 31:sat, Nov. 4 
Hoemer Theatre 
8p.m. 
Students $4.50 weekday, $6 
weekend 
• "Ruddigore: or the Witch's 
Curse" 
Oct. 27-28, Nov. 3-5 
. Ithaca High School 
8p.m. 
Students $7 
LECTURES 
• "Hearing Loss in the Elderly: 
Identification, Diagnosis and 
Rehabilitation" 
Monday, Oct. 30 
Egbert Hall,north meeting room 
2p.m. 
HALLOWEEN 
• Halloween Remote 
92 WICB live broadcast 
Tuesday, Oct. 31 
Plum's Bar 
DOWNTOWN 
• Team Trivia Night 
Thursday, Oct. 26 
Holiday Inn 
7:30-10 p.m. 
Com1>lled by 
Jessica D. Wing 
r.============================:z::,!~ get set for 
adtlenture 
· Crisp Autumn days and hillsides full of color create the 
perfect setting for enjoying the Finger Lakes. Whether 
you're in-line skating in The Plantations, hiking into one of the 
waterfalls, or canoeing on the lake, Wfldware has the gear you 
need. We specialize in the equipment that will take you where 
you want to go and clothing guaranteed to endure the elements'. 
Gcpme in and let us help you get set for your next adventure. 
hiking. backpacking. camping, rock & Ice climbing, 
canoeing. kayaking. In-line skating, 
cross-country skiing, snowshoeing 
·,..; 
,, . 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
THEC~MMONS 
2~5158 
Quality Outdoor 
Clothing and Equipment 
Open Mon-Sal 10-6 
Thu & Fri 10-8 
Sun 11-5 
Parents Weekend _Specials 
SHABBAT- Friday 6pm, SeIVice in Muller Chapel,. 
Incredible Shabbat Dinner 7pm in Terrace Dining 
Saturday 9am, Service in Muller Chapel 
Sunday lOam.-lpm, HUGE BRUNCH in 
Emerson Suites 
Come to Brunch with or without your folks! 
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT! 
GREAT FOOD! 
GREAT TIME! 
JOIN US! 
-,, ' 
---...,..,,------------------------:--1The 11haciinJ5 
B- . , k. - t • I r--------------------~7 . . a~ < ,; '. o· ~,: llll,l$IC~ pa~t ', 272-8685 ~- Guy·•-;:1~·sd;;1s l 
Cast hopes ·._ .. -· -~.,~- .... · ·- ·; · · ~,......_ -----------. 1 1 
"1776'. will I I I C!.uJ:L.,. d-JaJ.,.c,.ithu I 
provide history I dfa1,.,. c:StuJJ.o : 
lesson Oil I 'The Poetry of Haircutting' I 
·colonial days : -S-,p-ec-im_P_nc_· e-w-i-·th-t-hi-.s~$2~0.ff~c-ou-p-on-.--, : 
By Jayson-Debora I GUYS $10 GALS $13 I 
Hinderliter 1
1 
Regular Price: Guys $12 Gals $15 Penns $40 I 
~~~ I ~~I 
In "1776" America embarked 
on the road to-independence. I 10:00am - 6:00pm The Commons I 
Part.of ahistory lesson. perhaps, L Mondar.: SabJrday ________ ..Jthaca. ~ 14819 _I 
but this lesson will be taught in the 
theater instead of the classroom. 
On Oct 31. the Ithaca College 
theater season continues . with 
"1776," a musical that commemo-
rares America's independence. 
"It does a really good job of 
giving history with pleasure," ex-
plained J. Fred Pritt. associate pro-
fessor of theater arts and director of 
"1776." 
Pritt hopes "1776" will educate 
many theatergoers. 
"In many cases I would like [the 
cast] to take away the history. We 
don't do a very good job in our 
public schools of educating about 
history, and in some cases they are 
performing about things they dido' t 
learn about," Pritt said. 
Set appropriately enough in co-
lonial America. the play gives stu-
dents the opportunity to experience 
historical period acting. 
''The most challenging part [is) 
making something that really did 
happen interesting again. The events 
of the show actually occurred and 
that is a challenge to portray," said 
Sara Schmidt '97. 
The Ithacan/Jason Erlich 
Greg Robbins, associate professor of design, fits one of the many 
costumes Involved in the production of "1n6." 
Realistic costumes helped pre-
pare the students for their roles. 
'The c~e-1 am wearing is ·a 
corset with those big hip things," 
Schmidt said. "I can't just wear 
jeans and dance." 
Toe· cast partook in several ac-
livities1 ~ order to prepare them to 
portray colonial Americans. 
"The choreographer brought in 
pictures of bow people stood, 
moved, even held their handker-
chiefs. Plus the costume helps. I am 
in a corset and it is really laced 
tightly so I can really only move the 
way you are supposed to move," 
Schmidt said. 
It is a learning experience. "The 
faet is that' we have to be in 1776, 
not 1990. This is a different set of 
skills, a whole new type of acting," 
she said. 
"1776's" choreographer, Mary 
Corsaro, explained the necessity of 
BACK IN TIME 
What: "1n6D 
When: Oct. 31-Nov. 4 
Where: Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center for the 
Perfor!'Tling A~ _ 
rhe box office is open Mon.-
Fri. from noon to 5 p.m. 
understanding the time period. 
"[The understanding] can't be 
like a coat of paint. you have to feel 
like they felt. It's not about acting 
it's about being," said Corsaro, who 
is also an associate professor of 
theater arts. 
Students also did their own re-
search in preparation fortheir~oles. 
Through his research David 
Agranov '97 found out his charac-
ter. John Hancock, was fussy, pre-
tentious and liked to be called King 
Hancock. 
"1776" also gives Ithaca Col-
lege faculty members the unusual 
opportwiity to work with a prima-
rily male cast When choosing the 
theater season, the faculty must 
consider which plays will provide 
the most opportunities for the stu-
dents in the theater program. 
The program traditionally en-
rolls more women than men, Pritt 
explained. The play lalces an in-
depth look at America's forefathers, 
·resulting in a cast of with only two 
women. 
"It really was an opportunity to 
do two shows, 'Quilters' (to be per-
formed as an extra show in Decem-
ber] and '1776.' Because we chose 
to do a show with primarily men, 
we needed the opportunity to do a 
show which would give the women 
in the program equal opportunity to 
perform," Prill said. 
Although an anomaly at Ithaca 
College, "1776" is typical of pro-
fessional theater. 
While the Ithaca College The-
ater program tends to have a female 
majority, the 'real' show business 
is primarily dominated by male ac-
tors. 
"In the business the norm is pri-
marily men," he said. "That's the 
pattern of telling drama." 
Ribbon to join community 
County __ me~bers urged to support those with AIDS, HIV 
. "Th~ human ribbon is an idea 
By Jessica D. Wing that we want to dramatize, in an 
Ithacan Accent Editor · effective and fun way, the need to 
This weekend Ithaca commu- come together iii the community," 
nity members wjJJ pull together to said Martin Brooks. education co-
show support for those with the ordinator for AIDSwork of 
HIV virus and AIDS_. In fact, they'll Tompkins County. 
almost be tying themselves in a Kelly Hucul '97, an Ithaca Col-
knot-a large field-length human lege comniwiity health education 
knoL majorwhoisaninternatAIDSwork, 
At 2 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 28, organized the evenL 
cooununity members will form a "Ifs somediing fun that people 
human red ribbon on the Ithaca would want to panicipate in." she 
High School fooibaU field as part said. -. 
of"MakeaDifferenceDay,"aday · The only req~incnt for par-
sponsored by USA Today to honor tici_pationisthedonaliooofacanned 
lho.se in volunteer services. , . ·. gQQd.: · . 
T.be event is sponsored by · ·'l."be _ food wµ1 go to those af-
AIDSwork of Tompkins County, f~ by die HJ;V virus and those 
an org~ that supports those widt AIDS wbo are in need. Goods 
affected by AIDS and the HIV vi- wiif a1so· ~-Ithaca's Loaves 
rus and educates to prevent the and F1Shes JXl)gram. 
spread of.the disease. An aerial sbotof the human rib-
bonwillbetakentoemphasizecom-
munitysupportofthosewithAIDS. 
Participants should wear red that 
can be seen from above. 
For those who forget. they will 
have a few red t-shirts available. 
"This is the first year we· ve done 
this kind of project." Brooks said. 
"The more people [that come] the 
better." 
Hucul said that no matter bow 
many people come, the event will 
besu~ful. 
-- In addiliOIJ to helping fonn the 
ribbon. participants will receive a 
photo postcard of the event for just 
$1, Hucul said. 
The dollar will cover the cost of 
production and postage to.mail it to 
parti~ipants. 
The i;_ibbon will form whether 
rain or shine. For more information 
about the event. cali 272-4098. 
from NEW YORK: 
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By Andrea Potochnlak 
Ithacan Staff 
As college students, we all have 
to take exams, write long papers and 
put together presentations. But for 
students in the School of Music, 
there is another aspect of their aca-
demic careers to plan and worry 
about. Student musicians majoring 
in performance must show their stuff 
in recitals. 
Twenty-five seniors will give 
recitals this fall semester as part of a 
requirement for their degrees. Each 
student goes through his or her own 
unique experience in preparing a 
recital, but most would agree that 
there are thrills and stresses every-
one experiences. 
"It's sort of a ruling of your life," 
said Katherine Richter '96, who is 
preparing her senior voice recital 
for Saturday, Oct. 28. 
Richter, who transferred to Ithaca 
College from SUNY New Paltz in 
her sophomore year, is a vocal per-
formanceandeducation major, more 
commonly known as a "four-and-a-
half." 
"I thought being a ninth-semes-
ter senior was going to be so easy," 
Richter said. "But I'm taking 17 
credits this semester. It just seems to 
have added up to a heck of a lot. 
Especially with my recital. It's just 
been non-stop." 
Richter, a mezzo-soprano, gave 
her junior recital last February. In 
many ways that experience was 
easier than the recital she faces now. 
"I had from August until Febru-
ary to work with my accompanist 
and learn my music. I had a head 
start. This time it's harder because 
it's in October and 1 didn't get to 
study privately over the summer, so 
' 
--:· 
"l tend to go·towards things'people-have n"ever . 
. df~e. I definitely like doing. totally different'things 
. p~ople ~ven 't heard. These J!ieces I'm doing, I 
· do.,n't think anyone has done in Ford recently.:' 
· . \ -Katherine Richter '96 
to late·all thcU' music for inclu-
sion ,n their program notes. Richter 
has included some historical back-
: ·ground about her inusic i~the notes 
and. liked researching the pieces . 
. Butthereweremanyotherthingsto 
get done. Richter chose to have 
extensive accompaniment in her se-
nior recital. 
'Cool! That's great!' I just love 
that, it's just so much fun." 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
Kathy Richter '96, top left, prepares for her senior voice recital 
~'It's been hard getting people 
together. I'm doing my Bach piece 
with a string quartet and oboe and a 
harpsichord. I did the same thing in 
qiy last recital, I brought a whole 
~unch of people together. But it's 
/worth it," Richter said. 
"My lowest point: I've had a 
couple of those. I just want to curl 
up and go t9 bed," Richter laughed. 
"You just want to shut your brain 
offforacoupleofhoursandthen·go 
back to it and think about it later. · 
Especiallywhenyou'vehadaw.eek 
when your brain keeps going and 
going and going and then when you 
sit down, you' re still thinking about 
everything else. Go to bed and the 
song is still in your head. That hap-
pens all the time." 
Richter credits her family, teach-
ers and friends for their support. 
Her roommate, Wendy Rocha '96, 
is also a voice major and is prepar-
ing for her own recital on the same 
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 28. 
I had to do everything myself," she 
said. 
With less than a week to go, the 
nerves are starting to set in. 
"Last year wasn't as bad. I had 
my junior recital, I wasn't that wor-
ried about it. This semester, I'm just 
a little antsy. By the time I get to 
perform it, I'll be really happy," she 
said. "But it's just getting through 
this next week that's going to be a 
little nerve racking. I just got to 
relax." 
The process of a senior recital 
begins when the musicians receive 
their lottery number, which is used 
to determine the recital date. 
Richter's number was 36 out of 40, 
and she got the seventh date she 
chose for her recital. 
''That was sort of unfortunate, 
but I'm sort of glad to get it over 
The recital itself is worth two 
with and have the rest of the semes- ' credits and is required to graduate. 
ter to look for jobs," Richter: Two weeks before the recital date, 
laughed. Richter had her hearing. 
Before she began a job search, This was her performance of her 
however, she had to choose the recital program, memorized and 
pieces to perform at her recital. performance ready, for the panel of 
Voice majors are required to sing all the voice teachers in the School 
pieces in Italian, German, French of Music. 
and English in their recitals, possi- "It's actually sort of nice be-
bly substituting Russian or Spanish cause the hearing is two-thirds of 
music. Richter chose some of her your grade, then at your recital your 
music herself and her teachers found teacher gives you the other third. So 
some others. basically the pressure's over and in 
"I tend to go towards things the next two weeks you can pull it 
people have never done," Richter all together," Richter said. 
said. "I definitely like doing totally Those two weeks have already 
different things people haven't been filled with highs and lows. 
heard. These pieces I'm doing, I "My best would be when it all 
don't think anyone has done in Ford works," Richter said. 'There's noth-
recently. Everyone I've talked to is, ing like it in the world. I love per-
like, 'Who?' 'What?"' forming and I know when I do a 
Voice· majors are also required piece right and the audience is like 
· day as Richter's. 
"We had our junior recitals on 
the same day, we had our hearings 
on the same day," Richter said. "I 
help her with her French, she helps 
me chill out." 
As the big day approaches, Rich-
ter has one main objective. 
"To have fun. That's the only 
thing. We spend all this time plan-
ning and there are so many people 
that get so nervous about it. That's 
what I learned from my last recital 
-~ it went too fast," she said. "It was 
an hour, I was done. I was happy 
with my performance but I wasn't 
really ecstatic. I'm just going to try 
to perform the best I can and have a 
blast." 
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Professor takes· flight 
Writing-professor shares personal experiences in new book 
By Jayson-Debora 
Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Lisa Harris bas something to 
share. 
"I don't really deal with [criticism]. I don i think 
there is anything I can do about it. People.fear 
being confronted by too much truth. Life is too 
short for worrying. It is all a bunch of masks and 
the best I can do is tell the truth through fiction." 
-Lisa Harris, instructor in the Writing Program 
In her recently published book 
"Right," Harris, an instructor in the 
Writing Program, shares work 
shaped by personal experience. 
"Aigbt," a collection of poetry 
and short fiction combined to cre-
ate a novella. often concentrates on 
themes concerning adolescence and 
college life. 
. ability," which follows a college 
romance, may allow srudents to find 
some of their own lives in "Flight." 
fiction." 
Although Harris values her work, 
incorporating "Flight" into her 
classroom teaching is not in Harris· 
plans. 
Karen Bowden, the book's edi-
tor, compiled "Flight" from over 
300 pieces submitted by Harris. The 
book reflects on some moments in 
Harris' own past 
"The book is somewhat auto-
biographical," Harris said. "When I 
went back to read it, I was almost 
surprised by how autobiographical 
some of it was," she continued. 
Because of the provocative na-
ture of"Aigbt," the autobiographi-
cal aspects of the book evoked in-
teresting responses from some of 
Harris' friends. 
"One of my friends remarked to 
me after reading [Flight] that now 
he felt [like] he looked at me with-
out my clothes on," Harris said: 
Narratives such as "Limited Li-
'There are elements of youth 
and maturation in the book," she 
said. Many of the pieces were writ-
ten in the early '80s during Harris' 
days at A very Graduate School. 
But the idea of Harris' students 
reading "Flight" makes her a· little 
nervous. "It makes me more vul-
nerable, because a student could go 
buy it and say 'this isn't any good, 
where docs she get off teaching me 
how to write?'" Harris said. "But I 
would like students to read the 
book." 
However, Harris does not worry 
about criticism. 
"I don't really deal with [criti-
cism),"shesaid. "ldon'tthinkthere 
is anything I can do about it People 
fear being confronted oy too much 
truth. Life is too short for worrying. 
It is all a bunch of masks and the 
best I can do is tell the truth through 
''To teach it in the classroom 
presenL'> amoml dilemma. It set<; up 
me as worthy of being studied and 
able to teach myself as well as tak-
ing time for it in U1e classroom," 
Harris said. 
Being published and actively 
writing is important for any instruc-
tor of writing, Harris said. But for 
her, writing is more of a personal ' 
passion. 
"It seems to me you can· t really 
write for people to like you. It's 
open to them but ultimately I write 
because I have to. I write to correct 
distortion. I'm always trying to get 
therightlensesin frontofmyeyes," 
Harris said. 
Harris' book "Flight" is avail-
able at the Ithaca College Book-
store. The cost is $6. 
A presidential cabinet 
,, 
Student hosts greet, inform and guide prospective students 
By Christina Tormey 
Ithacan Staff 
It happens nearly every hour on 
the hour. 
A familiar face leads small 
~u~of anonymous faces tbrough-
01.1tJhe Ithaca College campus. 
'nuoughout the tour, the person 
continually drops facts about the 
college's five-school-system, the 
off-campus social life and the extra-
curricular opportunities. 
These leaders are Presidential 
Host Committee members. They 
are Ithaca College students who 
greet prospective srudents and lead 
them on a tour of the college. Presi-
dential Hosts introduce these stu-
dents to the college and provide 
"!f.C>nnation that may help the stu-
dent decide whether to apply or. in 
some cases, whether to enroll in 
Ithaca College. 
The service is strictly voltmteer-
based. Students who wish to guide 
campus tours are required to apply 
and take part in an interview given 
by President Host Committee co-
chairs and Gerard Turbide, assis-
tant director" of campus programs. . 
Turbide and the co-chairs are in 
charge of the remainder of the se-
lection process: They ·look for sbJ-
dCJ;lts who reflect the character and 
diversity of the student body. com-
municate well with the families who 
visit and give an accurate portrayal 
of the school, Turbide said. 
COMING 
ATTRACTIONS 
Upcoming events at 
Admissions: 
• Nov. 4: Open House 
• Nov. 11: Discovery Day 
• Dec. 2: Open House 
"Statistics can be taught," be 
said. "Enthusiasm, sincerity and 
good communication skills are some 
of the things we're looking for." 
There are two formal selection 
periods, but students can apply at 
any time. A smaller selection pro-
cess takes place in the late fall to 
look for hosts for the spring semes-
ter, while a larger process takes 
place in the spring. 
· Students who decide to apply 
outside of the selection periods can 
obtain an application from the ad-
missions office. 
Formal training takes place be-
fore classes begin, but hosts must 
also attend ongoing monthly meet-
ings and continue training. Hosts 
are required to conduct one tour a 
week. Besides general weekday 
campus to_urs, there are also tours of 
the Roy H. Parle School of Commu-
nications and·weekend tours. 
. - On toucs, hosts tell the students 
and their families about the school 
- and what is _has to offer. They also 
have to field sometimes tough ques-
lions from the parents. 
Many parents are most con-
ccnJedaboutweekendactivitics that 
are ·available for students. 
· "[The most asked question] is 
'what do you do on· weekends?' 
Throughout the first half of the tour 
parents try to get [ the question] out 
It's important to maintain credibil-
ity and tell them the truth, and also 
let them know of all the options," 
said Kevin Mercier '97. 
Mercier tells parents there are 
many clubs and bars downtown, 
but also talks about the movies and 
other activities sponsored by the 
Student Activities Board. 
President Host co-chairs, who 
help select hosts such as Mercier, 
are also responsible for training new 
hosts, coordinating the tour sched-
ule, as well as coordinating the 
schedule for special tours for pro-
grams such as Open House, Dis-
covery Day and Ithaca Today, a 
pre-cursor to summer orientation. 
There are over 120 President 
Hosts, Turbide said. Not all arc 
-active members. Some have re-
quested a semester off because of a 
beavy course load or to study 
abroad. 
The program is rewarding, 
Mercier said. "It's a nice break in 
the day. It's not academic, you 
don't have to plan for it and you get 
to meet new people," be said. "I do 
it because I likoto showotherpeople 
what a great school Ithaca is." 
_-·POINT Of VIEW 
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN 
1. "'Time Bomb" - Rancid 
2. ·A Girl Like You" - Edwyn Collins 
3. "Lump" - Presidents of the United States of America 
4. "Bullet With Butterfly Wings" - Smashing Pumpkins 
5. "Walk This World" - Heather Nova 
6. "My Friends" - Red Hot Chili Peppers 
7. "Geek Stink Breath" - Green Day 
8. "I'll Stick Around" - Foo Fighters 
9. "Name" - Goo Goo Dolls 
10."Hand In My Packer - Alanis Morissette 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
·soUND BYTES 
Green Day 
"Insomniac" 
Rating: 6 
• They are the band that you either 
love to hate or hate to love, and no 
matter what your opinion, it will not 
change after listening to "Insomniac." 
Tlffl follow up to Dookie sounds like 
previous Green Day efforts. The 
recyc!ed sound leaves one asking if 
they.actually wrote new songs or just 
changed the lyrics on the new album. 
Of ca,urse with Billie Joe playing three 
chords, the sound can only be repre-
sented in so many different arrange-
ments. (The opening track "Armatage 
Shanks" sounds identical to Dookie's 
"Burnout"}. Putting the repitition aside, 
the album is pretty good. If there is one 
thing.that Green Day can do, it is write 
a catchy pop-song and those songs are 
most effective when describing teenage 
angst amongst today's youth; and this 
album's full of them. 
The Rentals 
"Return of The Rentals" 
Rating: 7 
• Unlike the album title states, there is 
no return. "Return of the Rentals" is 
actually the debut album from Matt 
Sharp, the bassist from the 1994 
breakthrough altema-pop group Weezer. 
He has not left Weezer and the band has 
not broken up, but this band should not 
be considered a side project. The sound 
is similar to that of Weezer, but Sharp 
effectively uses female vocalists . 
(Cherielynn Westrich and Petra Haden) 
to compliment his new-age sound. Moog 
synthesizers and heavy guitars give the 
Rentals a new sound rooted in the new 
wave genre. The catchy synth-pop of the 
Rentals can be heard on "Friends of P." 
and "Naive." The true sound of the 
Rentals is best represented by 'Waiting" 
in which all the elements of the band are 
present. 
Compiled Jon Landman 
Cornell Concert Commission Proudly Presents: 
""ff'"I "t;b._ b..:i..s 
La,-c;:i..Ia_ J a,zz E:n.semb:t.e 
Nove1nber 5th, 8pm. 
Bailey Hall 
Cornell University 
Cornell Student Tickets: 
On Sale October 26 for $8 &: $10 
General Public Tickets: 
On Sale October 31 for $12 &: $14 
Available at Willard Straight Hall Ticket Office, 
Ithaca Guitar Works and Ticketmaster 
~7!Jv.1STC:r1 • CAIL FOR TIX 
Syracuse (315) 472-0700 Binghamton (6ff7) TJ:l.· 71:l2 
Buffalo (716} 852-5000 Rochester (716) 232-1900 
A Unit of the Office of the DOS 
1 Funded by the SA I 
For Information, Call 256-72~ 1 
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Smashing success 
New album provides a go~d balance of styles 
By Jon Landman 
Ithacan Staff 
Success has split the Smashing Pump-
kins. Part.of the band wants to regain the rage 
and fierceness from 1991' s "Gish," but there 
is also a part that wants to expand and con-
tinue with experimental orchestration and 
acoustic arrangements. · 
w;th the release of the double album 
"Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness," the 
band bas been able to accomplish both with-
out sacrificing one for the other. 
After their independent success and the 
commercial gold mine, "Siamese Dream," 
comes one of the most interesting releases in 
years. The entire concept seems question-
able, but after listening, it is clear that this 
band is serious about the idea. 
The first disc, "Dawn to Dusk" is more 
straightforward and heavier than the second, 
"Twilight to Star light," but the messages are 
very similar. 
Pumpkins' frontman Billy Corgan's 
haunting lyrics of self:pity and personal fail-
ure portray a recurring ugly picture that is 
very disturbing. 
On the first disk, "Dawn to Dusk," Corgan 
lays it on during "Jellybelly," where he sings, 
"Living makes me sick, so sick I wish I'd 
die." But on the same song, the true musi-
cianship of this band really stands out 
With drummer Jimmy Chamberlin, bass-
ist D' Arey and the dual guitar attack from 
J runes Iha and Corgan, 'the Smashing Pump-
kins are louder than ever and continually 
changing tempo like no other band can do. 
The srune is true for much of the first disc. 
Even the more melodic songs like ''Tonight, 
Tonight" and "Here ls No Why" sound bril-
liant 
The album, produced by Flood, Alan 
Moulder and Corgan, sounds great, but it is 
Corgan's lyrics that bave shaped the Pump-
ADULTS 
ONLY 
Skating 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Smashing Pumpkins 
· "Mellon Coilie and 
the Infinite Sadness" 
Billy Corgan - lead vocals 
and guitar 
James Iha - guitar 
D' Arey - bass 
Jimmy Chamber1in - drums 
Produced by Flood, Alan 
Moulder and Billy Corgan 
1995 Virgin Records __ 
kins' music in the past and continue to do so 
here. 
The self-destruction continuespn "Bullet 
With Butterfly Wings"whenCorgan screams, 
"Despite all my rage I run still just a rat~ a 
cage." 
The subject matter on ''Twilight To Star-
light" remains consistent to the first disc, ~t 
it is more experimental and has the Pump~s 
taking risks at times. 
''Tales of a Scorched Earth" sounds more 
like Ministry than Smashing Pumpkins while 
the entire second half of the album -is much 
more mellow. 
"Beautiful," "Lily (My One and Only)" 
and "By Starlight" all sound happy, but all 
arc full of twisted emotions. 
The album was created for the die-hard 
Smashing Pumpkins fan. Some of the ·2s 
songs could have been left off and were 
probably intended to be B-sides. For those 
who have not been listening to them fmm 
their begining, this album will be hard ·to 
listen to. But for Pumpkinheads around the 
world, it should be a happy Halloween. 
Jon Landman is Musical Director for WIC~ 
Tuesday & Thursday 
9: 15pm-10:45pm 
701 Taughannock Blvd 
Itha~,N.Y. 
273-9211 
Music and LY.rics QY Shennan Edwards 
- Book by Peter Stone 
Based on a concept by Sherman &!wards _ 
Originaj production directed by Peter Hunt 
Originally produced on the Broadway Stage by Stuart Ostrow 
October 31-Nov. 4 8:00 p.m. 
Matinee Nov. 4 2:oo· p.m. 
Box Office Phone 274-3224 · Coproduced with the School of Music 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
-oct. 27 - Nov. 1 
CINEMAPOLIS 
2n-611s 
Usual Suspects- 7:15, 9:35 
Persuasion- 7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Unstrung Heroes- 7:15, 9:35 
Clockers - 9:35 
Mall Rats - 9:35 
Devil In a Blue Dress- 7:15 
STATE THEATRE 
273-2781 
Separate Uves - 7:00, 9:00 
last of the Dogmen-- 7:00 
Tie Dyed - 9:15 
*No movies will be shown on Saturday, 
Oct. 28th due to Halloween Party. 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Never Talk To Strangers 
Now And Then 
Get Shorty 
Seven 
Strange Days 
To Die For 
How To Make An American Quilt 
The Scarlet Letter 
Jade 
Assassins 
The Big Green 
Dead Presidents 
Please calf theater for show times. 
SABWEEKEND 
_FILMS 274-1386 
Species - Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 and 9:30 
Sun. at 8:00 and 11 :00 
Rocky Horror Picture Show - Friday 
and Saturday at midnight 
--
Virtually perfect 
By Ken Borsuk 
Ithacan Staff 
Throughout the year movie studios have 
flooded the theaters with films about comput-
ers and virtual reality. The latest and best of 
these films is "Strange Days." Unlike its 
predecessors, such as "Johnny Mnemonic" 
and "Virtuosity," it doesn't rely on technol-
ogy alone to drive the movie. "Strange Days" 
has both a good story and strong perfor-
mances to back it up, adding up to a solid 
piece of entertainment. 
"Strange Days" takes place in the last days 
of the year 1999. The world hasn't changed 
much, but now people deal virtual reality 
discs instead of drugs .. Through these discs 
people can experience anything they want, 
without suffering any after-effects. Thus, deal-
ing these discs is a big business for the movie's 
main character, Lenny Nero (Ralph Fiennes). 
Lenny is an ex-homicide cop who uses his 
street smarts to keep him alive as he deals the 
illegal discs. Most of the time he deals por-
nography, but when someone sends him a clip 
of one of his friends being raped and mur-
dered, he finds himself being drawn into a 
plot that involves both the Los Angeles Police 
Department and Lenny's ex-girlfriend, a 
singer named Faith (Juliette Lewis). 
As Lenny sinks deeper into danger, he 
seeks help from an old friend named Mace 
(Angela Bassett), who loves him from afar, 
yet hates that he has thrown away his life by 
dealing the discs and figuring out lame at-
tempts to win back Faith. Meanwhile, the 
person who murdered Lenny's friend moves 
onto other targets and begins stalking him. 
The movie then culminates on New Year's 
Eve, when Lenny and Mace discover a disc 
that reveals how the murder of a controversial 
rap star is connected to the murder of Lenny's 
friend. Unfortunately, it is in this climax that 
the movie proves to be a letdown. 
Throughout the whole movie you keep 
expecting that there will be a huge, epic 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Strange Days 
Starring: Ralph Fiennes, 
Juliette Lewis and 
Angela Bassett 
7 
1a_ ........... 1,....u111o(Nsl) 
climax that will shake up the world, but when 
we get to that climax we get nothing special. 
The mystery driving the whole movie proves 
to be a huge disappointment and it's alto-
gethertooeasytoguesstheidentityofLenny's 
stalker. It's as if the writers had no way to end 
the film and just Scotch-taped something 
together. 
However, the movie does have several 
strong points, not the least of which is the 
performance of Ralph Fiennes. As Lenny, 
Fiennes is able to make this back-street hus-
tler so charming that we're drawn to him 
even as we see that he's just a con man. 
Fiennes effectively hides his British accent 
and creates a character that is both sleazy and 
endearing. 
Bassett is just as strong, though her role 
isn't as well-written. She invests Mace with 
a fierce pride that shows us why she is both 
drawn to Lenny and repulsed by him. Juliette 
Lewis is usually one of the more annoying 
presences in film today, but as Faith she is 
able to tone down her usual white trash act 
and creates a good portrayal of a singer who 
has sold her soul. The movie also gets strong 
supporting performances by Tom Sizemore 
and Michael Wincott as, res pee ti vely, Lenny's 
best friend and his worst enemy. 
While the movie does lose points for the 
weak climax, it does have a great buildup. 
The central story is strong and the scenes of 
the virtual reality clips give the movie a rush. 
When all is said and done, this movie stands 
tall over the rest of the other ones that deal 
with this subject 
The Ithacan 19 
JEFFREY 
Rating:5 
• An amusing look at the serious topic 
of AIDS. The title character, Jeffrey, 
played by Stephen Webber, swears to 
lead a celibate life rather than facing 
sex bogged down by the need for 
safety. However, soon after taking his 
vow of celibacy, Jeffrey meets Steve, 
the man of his dreams, who is HIV-
positive. This is not another tragic look 
at the violent disease. Instead "Jeffrey" 
attempts a comedic look at life in the 
world of AIDS. However, the film falls 
short. The film has many bright spots, 
but Webber's performance is incohe-
sive. The film is saved by Patrick 
Stewart's hillarious portrayal of 
Sterling, Jeffrey's friend. The movie is 
worth renting for Stewart's perfor-
mance. 
MALLRATS 
Rating: 7 
• The second movie in a trilogy from 
the director of "Clerks," "Mallrats" is a 
decent follow-up to a dynamic start. 
For those who saw "Clerks", staple 
characters Jay and Silent Bob return, 
surrounded by a new motley crew of 
Generation Xers. The majority of the 
movie takes place inside a mall, 
following the attempts of two friends to 
win back their girlfriends. Stan Lee 
makes a surprisingly good cameo, 
drawing attention away from a lack-
luster performance by former "Beverly 
Hills" star, Shannen Doherty. The 
movie has some hysterical scenes, 
including one in which Jay and Silent 
Bob beat up the Easter Bunny. A 
must see for fans of "Clerks." 
Compiled by 
Ithacan Staff 
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PERSONALS 
To the pledges of M>Z, we met you 
during rush & right away we knew 
we wanted you in our house & as 
our sisters, too. We got what we 
wanted & now you are a part of ~cl>Z 
pledging will be the time of your life, 
& as you will see, songs, history & 
sisterhood, you'll learn, as did we. 
Just remember all the sisters love 
you. WELCOME TOD PHI 21 LOVE-
N-SSF, THE SISTERS OF ~cl>Z ... 
Teen Bean 
Thanksgiving is a family holiday 
come home and enjoy-food-family-
your brother and nana 
The Great One 
• ' Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
8/96-97 6 bedrm furnished 
house. On Prospect St. 2 bath, 
2 kitchen, 6 private parking.$360 
includes utility,laundry,parking 257-
4831 .. 
HUDSON _HEIGHTS Studio Apart-
m~nts now renting for the Spring 96 
semester .. summer and next year 
Call ~?'3:.?.473 or 272-7271 
GREAT ·£-BEDROOM HOUSE 
downtown. Furnished. Free off-
street parking. 2 Baths. Big rooms. 
Wall-to-wall. Laundry. 10 MONTH 
LEASE for 96-97. $290/person in-
cludes everything. 273-7082 for 
more info. House Rented 
Nice, big 3-bedroom apartment 
downtown(Cascadilla St.) Fur-
nished, free parking, laundry. 10-
MONTH LEASE. 290/person in-
cludes everything. 273-7082Rented 
Dolll House For Rent 
Newly Renovated spotless, 3Br, 
Washer/Dryer, on The off campus 
Street,212Prospect Street.Ithaca 
grad.decorator Mom will furnish. 
Memrir.ies are made of this, call 
272-0410. 
Only 100 feet to Simeon's! 
Quality building, furnished, 
carpet, intercom, laundry, 
microwave, tv lounge. $370 up, 
including utilities. Bus at comer 
to IC. Quiet people. 
Genuine valuel 273-9462. 
AURORA ST. HOUSES - Two 3 or 
4 Bedroom houses, next door to 
eachother, avail June '96. Great 
location. Off street parking, new 
furniture, washer/dryer. Must see. 
Call Nick 2n-313310A-4P or273-
05534P-9P. 
TOWNHOMES • 3 or 4 Bedrooms, 
1 1/2 Baths, avail June/August '96. 
Near IC & Downtown pn Private St. 
Spacious rooms with nice furniture. 
Free parking, washer/dryer, dish-
washer, porches/patios. Must see. 
Call Nick 2n-3133 1 OA-4P or 273-
0553 4P-9P. 
' J Houses 96-97 leases furnish car-
peted great locations call 272-9361 
days 277-4783 eve. 
Semester lease houses carpeted 
furnished call 272-9361 2n-4783 
eve. 
96-97 leases studio one, two, three 
bedroom furnished carpeted call 
272-9361 days 2n-4783 eve. 
HUDSON HEIGHTS Studio Apart-
ments now renting for the spring 96 
semester, summer and next year 
Call 273-8473 or 272-7271 
GRADUATION WEEKEND Private 
home. 4+Br linens, flowers, fun 273 
6425 
SPRING SUBLET 
123 Prospect Street 2 Bedroom, 
spacious, balcony .Contact 
Claudia@ 275-8356 or Abby @ 275-
8008 
Find a tenant to fill your vacant 
space--every week with Ithacan 
Classifieds. 
SERVICES 
FELDENKRAIS METHOD Learn 
how to ease tension and improve 
coordination and flexability in stand-
ing, sitting and walking. Classes 
begin Nov.1st, 6-7 p.m. Call Bonnie 
at274-3782. 
SPRING BREAK '96 
CANCUN.BAHAMAS & FLORIDA 
Parties, sightseeing and more.I!! 
FreeFreFree 
, FOR SALE 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused items here. Ithacan 
classifieds are only $4 for 4 lines. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching 
basic conversational English in Ja-
pan, Taiwan, orS. Korea. No teach-
ing background or Asian languages 
required. For info. call: (206) 632-
1146 ext.J52311 
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out 
how hundreds of students are al-
ready earning free trips and lots of 
cash with America's #1 Spring Break 
company! Sell only 15 trips and 
travel free! Choose Cancun, Baha-
mas, Mazatlan, or Florida! Call now! 
Take a break student travel 
(800) 95 break! 
CRUISE SHIP NOW HIRING· earn 
up to $2,000+/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa-
nies. World travel. Seasonal & full-
time employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For more in-
formation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C52311 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads:. $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
----------------------------------
--------------------------. -----
Date(s) to run _________ Category ___________ _ 
Na~e ______________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________ _ 
Phone _____________________________ _ 
SPRING BREAK '96 
CANCUN.BAHAMAS & FLORIDA 
Parties, sightseeing and more.!!! 
Free trips or cash! Find out how, 
call Vagabond Tours (800) 
700-0790. 
EMPLOYMENT 
NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME 
NOW! ENVELOPE STUFFING-
$600-$800 every week. Free D~-
tails: SASE to International Inc. 
19515Tom Ball Parkway, Suite 185 
Houston, Texas no10 
Babysitter needed for 2 children 
ages 6 and 8. Ocassional after-
school, evenings, weekends. Must 
have a car. Call 2TT-9152. 
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!! 
BREAKAWAY TOURS is looking 
for motivated students, organiza-
tions & clubs to promote Spring 
Break& New Year's Tours to Mexico, 
Florida, Montreal, Quebec City & 
Vermont! Leader in student tours 
for the past 12 years. BEST com-
miss ion! Call 1-800-465-4257 
MEMBER of the BBB 
Simple, lucrative company search-
ing for students to help promote 
natural, enviornmentallysentsitive 
products with a residual Income 
involved. No risk 607 2n 7236. 
Make $$ as a sales representative 
for The Ithacan. On-campus -and 
off-campus accounts available. 
Contact the Advertising Director at 
The Ithacan, Park Hall room 269, or 
call 274-3207. 
WANTED 
Individuals, Student Organizations 
and Small Groups to Promote 
SPRING BREAK '96. Earn MONEY 
and FREE TRIPS.CALL THE 
NATIONS LEADER, INTER-
CAMPUS PROGRAMS http:// 
www.ic t.com 1-800-327-6013 
GUITAR INSTRUCTION: All styles, 
all levels. Grad. of Musicians Inst. 
Professional Environment. Very, 
very close to IC. Wiles Guitar Stu-
dio. 273•1339 . . ..> I 
SAAB REPAIR. Expert service. 
No excuses. Nie Pellegrino. 
Enfield. 22 Years experience. 
After-hours drop zone607-272-82~9: 
Did you know that The Ithacan-can 
be reached via Internet? Place your 
classified ad by sending e-mail to 
lthacan@lthaca.edu. 
See an apartment. JaID.e8 E. Ga:rct:oe:r, Jr. R,E.&L EMT...&..T.H 
Get information and prices. 
Meet the staff. 
Have some refreshments. 
College Circle ,\JJartn1ents 
Open House 
Satu rda~ Orto her 28. J<>t)=' 
l O .\.\ I. until 3 P.\ 1. 
..&.. G:rea;te:r l!leI.ectto:n.. o• 
Apa,:r......._e:n..u. :Lo.. -t;h.e 
I-t;h..a,ca, ...&.:re,n, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
4:08 iw. ,._._...oa;a, Mt:ree"t 
SPICE IT o, POINT OF VIEW 
,t .!/ 
Let The Ithacan "Accent" your 
weekend plans every Thursday. 
The ITHACAN 
TM Nnn~r Far Tlw llltat:a Colli~~ 
269 Pon< Hott a Telephone 274-3207 a Fax 274-1565 
Get YO!Jr point across In a letter to the editor. 
Choose your topic and start writing! 
Letters are due Monday by 5 p.m. 
Th_e ITHACAN 
11wN~For 11N ldiota Ca/iq• C-"1 
269 Pak Hal•Telephone 274-3207• Fax 274-1565 
Comics 
CALVIN AND HOBBES • BY BILL WATTERSON 
PEOPLE f,,s~ W\-1'( WE 
TOLERATE A l'OP\JL~R 
C\.lli\JRE. 1W,T CELEBRA~S 
VlC>l£.tKt A® DEPRI--~ 11'!. 
PoP\JLM. ClJU\J~ ISK'r 10 
Blf..ME I-OR SELL\~(:, 
1WISTEV \/Al\lt.S. 
A\\01\-\~ "ffilt-lc, "'({) R£McMBt.R 
A~ POWLAR C\lli\JR't. IS 
i\-lP..T 1{)\)P-.'iS 1'-1 ·R£1>..REI) 
AIJD\EtKE \5 
\-\IP N-1.D 
SOI'\-\\ 'Si\ er--itD. 
n\\'s 'Si\JIT ~ 
Arm:T I.JS. 
t,\C)~\£.S, RtcoRDS, A~I) Tl/ 
SI-\OWS REHECT 'lit 
~ R£MJT'i Of OVR 1\t-.\ES. ! f..RT\'51S Dtl'ICT 1--\.a..TREO 
i ~o \J\OLrnCf. BEQ.,IJSE 
~ 1\-\P.,"\"'S ',-Jl-\r,..T 1\-\Ei 'SEE. 
I 
If WP-.RPED VAL\JE.S f..Rt. TI\E. 
PRICE Of A 'i\CAR~OljS U\R\ll, 
'51:J BE l'f .' LET 1\\£. B\l5\l'-\£S5 
R£'SPOl'l0 TO CJ::tt5\ltl\£R 
OCMt-.W::,.1 
I 
W\\i Dol'\1 11--\£'{ SEE 1~\\l'K,S 
<:)r B'cPIVT'{ f>.ND VALIJE ? 
•. Si\10 _ TI-\E \--\iP£RAc:n%'., 
WI-\\N'{. SMA\.l. C\-\\LD. 
\I"-' I D~1 GEf 
l'f>-\0, \-\OW -DO 
I KN.OW \rs 
\11\?clRTl\1'{1 ?.' 
\ 
SI.JC\\ \J\S\O~ f..~\l 
IN.1EGR\,i 
----~ 
1\-\£R't.S l'lO"lli ll% 
l\KEA G,,:;y::fJ 
G\JNHGl-ff To 
UPL\l'T 1\-1£. 
S?lR\T 
01--lWt>.RO CAME 11-\E 
METT.OR.S _, 
'{OJ CAN TRIJST r,.. 
MOTi-\@ Ol'l TuAT 
~~L 
I ' -, ,., 
- ... 
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CLOSE TO HOME 
• BY JOHN MCPHERSON 
GIVE ME A 13REAKI WE'VE 
GOTTEN A //OCKEY 01'1ASK. A 
3-WOOD. SOME HIP-WAOER5, 
AND NOW A ??ICKLE Box, 
WHAT's 7JIE OEAL WIT/I . 
1'"HESE PEOPLE?/ 
•• 
10·1'1 
Unbeknownst to Patty, Scott had registered them 
for wedding gifts at The Sportsman's Superstore. 
vJAAAAH J 
WAAAAH! 
_;;> 
- ttlt tHI WI-
\ I\ I 
;c.,,·,', 
1;•,·Jl_, 
.' 'C-., I '~ 
--: -10·/I 
r .... - , ~ ( •• 
,1-,:,iwr 
I)::'_': •: 
i'- -!\ l· 
'll'.·_(0-/Z. 
- ' 
-: _: .. --.:,~· .. 
"I'm afraid you've got terminal ~ndruff. n 
\\• ,. "\i,1 
SPORTS 
WIRE 
NOTABLES 
a Junior quarterback Neal 
Weidman com-plated 18 of 33 
passes on Saturday to lead the 
blue and gold to victory over 
visiting Montclair State. ·In the 
game, Weidman set a school 
record for season passes 
attempted (219) and moved 
into sixth place on the Bomb-
ers' career-passing yardage list 
(1,667). 
• The men's soccer team 
extended its unbeaten streak to 
12 games following two ties 
and a win this past week. The 
Bombers battled RIT to a 1-1 
overtime draw on Oct. 18 and 
on Saturday posted a 1-0 
overtime victory over Alfred. 
Senior forward Todd Stephan 
· ' scored the lone goal versus 
RIT and then kicked in the 
game winner against Alfred 
with less than five minutes to 
play. In Tuesday's game 
against Cortland, Stephan 
added another goal in a 1-1 tie. 
• The volleyball team was in 
action over the weekend at the 
Tournament of Champions 
held at RIT. First-year student 
Jill Finochio tallied 31 assists 
in a victory over Brockport and 
then added 44 against 
Cortland. Senior outside hitter 
Bonnie McDowell led the 
offensive attack with 16 kills 
against Vassar and then drilled 
24 kills in a losing effort against 
12th-ranked Cortland. 
DID YOU 
KNOW? 
• Ihe. women's te_r:iril~ team 
fini~!)egJ!:-1.e Jail SE_!aS_Qfl by 
recording their best record in 
23 years. The Bombers 
complet_~ the season with a 
sixth-pl~ tie at the 
NYSW~ Championships, 
held this past weekend. 
Senior Harriet Cohen reached 
the semifinals in second 
singles before falling 7-5, 6-4. 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Eric Pepper 
'' · '. · Soccer 
• Senior goalkeeper Eric 
Pepper has been a valuable 
component to the success of 
the men's soccer team this 
season. Pepper stopped 13 
shots in a recent game against 
RIT, his second-highest total 
as a Bomber. He ranks on the 
all-time list for career shutouts, 
career-saves and career wins 
here at'ihe College. 
INDEX 
Women's Soccer ................... 23 
Football. ................................. 24 
Volleyball ............................... 26 
Men's Cross-Country ............. 26 
Compiled by 
Margie Obreza 
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Unbeaten streak extends to 12 
Stephan sparks offense as defense 
continues its stingy ways 
By Jason Miller 
Ithacan Staff 
They just can not seem to get 
enough soccer. 
The men's soccer team went into 
overtime in all three of their games 
last week and rumbled out of them 
with a 1-0-2 record. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
The Bombers (9-1-5) settled for 
a 1-1 tie with Route l 3 rival SUNY-
Cortland on Tuesday. Senior cap-
tain Todd Stephan owned the lone 
Bomber goal. 
"We played with a lot of inten-
sity," first-year midfielder Rob 
Kaplan said. "It was back and forth 
the first half." 
The Red Dragons scored first 
when forward Glenn Kleinhaus re-
directed a pass from teammate Brian 
Vamosy 13:25 into the first half. 
"We didn't put our heads down 
after they scored," Kaplan said. "We 
came out of halftime fired up and 
had two or three chanc~s before 
Todd [Stephan] put one in." 
Stephan, who scored all of the 
team's goals over the last three 
games, leveled the score at l-l just 
12 minutes into the second half. 
Senior sweeper Jeff Sallade served 
up a corner kick, which was knocked 
around in front of the goal before 
Stephan packed in his 12th of the 
year. 
Despite outshooting the Red 
Dragons 7-6 and holding an 11-5 
"We didn't put our 
heads down after they 
scored. We came out of 
halftime fired up and 
had two or three 
chances before Todd 
[ Stephan J put one in. " 
- Rob Kaplan '99, 
midfielder 
edge in comer kicks, Head Coach 
Andy Byrne's club could not steal 
the road win. However, the squad 
kept their 12-game unbeaten streak 
alive as the 120-minute contest 
ended in a stalemate. 
"It was really even because both 
teams played with a lot of heart." 
Kaplan said. 
With the game on the line, the 
two rivals became more physical in 
the overtime periods. Marked by 
pushing, bumping and consistently 
aggressive play, both teams showed 
they were hungry for the win. 
Cortland goalkeeper Terry Moss 
was ejected in the second session 
for kicking Stephan in the penalty 
box, and the game took several 
minutes to restart as the referees 
explained the situation to the 
coaches and captains. 
Moss made six saves while Ith-
aca senior keeper Eric Pepper 
stopped three. 
"We didn't finish well," first-
year midfielder Josh Hyman said. 
"Every time we were one pass 
short." 
After the game, Byrne stressed 
to his players the weight of 
Saturday's regular season finale 
with Geneseo. 
"The tie puts more importance 
on Saturday's game; we have to 
See SOCCER, next page 
Playoff pressure underway 
Bombers advance to the semi-
finals of the NYSWCAA 
By Joshua MIine 
Ithacan Staff 
Defense wins games. If your 
team is going to win, the defense 
must be strong. 
That was the case yesterday af-
ternoon as the Bombers blanked 
Hamilton 1-0 in the first round of 
the New York State Women's Col-
legiate Athletic Association Play-
offs. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Head Coach Doris Kostrinsky 
said the defense has been strong all 
season. 
"I think defensively we have 
played very well this season," 
Kostrinsky said. "The defense has 
probably been more consistent than 
the offense. That's what we have 
needed." 
Senior goalie Lynn Anne Bolton 
was surprised Hamilton only pro-
duced five shots on goal. 
"I was expecting them to be a 
little more competitive offensively," 
Bolton said. "Our defense just 
played amazing today so that is 
why I didn't get a lot of shots." 
Bolton helped her cause as she 
racked up her tenth shutout of the 
season, recording two saves. 
For today's game, she believed 
it was important to raise her perfor-
"I was expecting them 
to be a little more com-
petitive offensively. Our 
defense_just play~µ ______ . 
amazing -today so that is 
why I didn't get a lot of 
shots." 
- Lynn Anne Bolton '96, 
goalie 
mance to the next level. 
"I was a little more focused to- · 
day because it was the states," 
Bolton said. "WiHiam Smith was a 
big game and they did score on me, 
but they had a very good offense so 
I think that's why they scored on 
me." 
The defense helped to lead the 
Bombers to a regular season record 
of 10-5-l. They were tied for ninth-
place in the most recent Field 
Hockey Coaches Association Divi-
sion III poll. 
Due lo the NCAA Division III 
playoff implications, it was impor-
tant that the team was properly pre-
pared. 
"It was a mandatory win," 
Kostrinsky said. "Ifwe didn't win, 
we didn't get on to this weekend 
and this weekend is very significant 
See HOCKEY, next page 
The l_thacan I Jason Erlich 
Finding the ball behind her, forward Julie Parsons '98 attempts to 
regain position on her Hamilton opponent. · 
Sixth-place finish ends record season 
After posting nine regular season victories, team falters in tournament play , 
By Todd Smith 
Ithacan Staff 
LastThursday,thewomen'sten-
nis team traveled to Hamilton for 
their last regular season match and 
defeated the Continentals 7-2. 
WOMEN'S 
TENNIS 
The win, the team's sixth con-
secutive dual match victory, im-
proved the squads regular season 
mark to9- l. The nine victories mark 
' . the first time that the Bombers have 
reached that plateau since the I 972, 
when the team that finished 9-0. 
With the impressive regular sea-
son, the players had high expecta-
tions going into the NYSWCAA 
tournament in Manlius this past 
weekend. The thought of a second-
place finish, behind powerhouse 
Skidmore, lured in the back of the 
players' minds. 
When all was said and done, the 
team finished in a tie for six~ place 
in the tournament. HeadOH!ch Tint 
Faulkner noted that the team was 
not satisfied with its perf~ce. 
''The girls were very di~p-
pointed with the result." Faulkner 
said. 'They gave a very good effort, 
and a break here and there puts us 
close to the top of the field." 
Leading the Bombers in singles 
play were seniors Harriet Cohen 
and Farryl Cohen. Harri.et-Cohen 
reached the semi-finals of the sec-
ond singles championship. On Fri-
day, she disposed of her two oppo-
nents 6-l, 7-5 and 6-2, 6-3 before 
falling in a tight battle on Saturday 
7-5. 6-4. . . 
"I wasn't disappointed with my 
play, but it w~~~ve been nice to 
make it to the fmals,"_ Cohen said •. 
"I don't think the weekend should 
overshadow our entire year." 
Cohen finished the season ranked 
fourth at Ithaca College in all-time 
overall wins (72) and tied fo,;-fourth 
in singles victories (35). 
In the third singles champion-
ship, Farry I Cohen also reached the 
semi-finals of her bracket. After an 
easy first-round victory, Cohen 
battled bard on her way to a 6-<f. 6-
7 (9-7), 6-l vic~ry in the second 
.. round. On Saturday. Cohen was 
defeated by th~ top' ~ in. th~ 
bracket 62, 6-2. -_ · 
See UNNIS; next page . 
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SOC_CER 
Continued from previous page 
win," Kaplan said. 
Reaching the ten-win plateau 
would improve the team's ranking 
and tournament seeding. The 
Bombers are currently ranked 14th 
in the Intercollegiate Soccer Asso-
ciation of America Division III poll. 
Ithaca downed Alfred 1-0 in 
overtime on Saturday. The Saxons 
also experienced the scoring touch 
-of Stephan as the senior captain 
blasted in the game-winner on a 
pass from classmate Michael 
Nichter. 
On Wednesday, Byrne's team 
ended the two-hour match with RIT 
even at one. Stephan notched the 
lone goal for the Bombers. 
Pepper redirected 13 Tiger shots 
away from the home net to keep the 
Bombers out of the loss column. 
Please recycle 
this Ithacan. 
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TENNIS 
Continued from previous page 
"I played really well this week-
end," Cohen said. "I had a good 
match with the top seed, but she 
made the right shots at the right 
times." · 
Junior Cortney Trull and senior 
Heather Umen led the Bombers at-
tack in doubles play by reaching the 
semi-finals in the "C" flight. 
The tandem breezed through the 
first two rounds of play with 6-1, 6-
2 and 6-0, 6-4 victories. 
Trull and Umen lost a heart-
breaking match to eventual cham-
pion Binghamton in the semi-fi-
nals, 7-5, 6-4. 
"The last match we played was 
one of the best doubles matches 
I've ever played," Trull said. 
Despite the disappointing per-
formance in the championships, 
Faulkner maintained positive feel-
ings about the team's impressive 
season. 
"We were only a few breaks 
away from an undefeated season," 
Faulkner said. "The girls had a tre-
mendous year and they deserve all 
the credit in the world." 
HOCKEY 
Continued from previous page 
for us. We wanted to get into the 
final four." 
Senior halfback Megan Moran 
agreed that the contest was a must-
win situation. 
"It was a big game because last 
year we lost this game against 
Hartwick," Moran said. 
"Wereallywantedtocomeback 
and go on this weekend," Moran 
said. "It definitely was a big game 
for us." 
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Narrow margin of victory -
Sluggi~h performance yields one goal advantage 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
It was too close for comfort for 
the women's soccer team on Tues-
day afternoon. 
WOMEN'S 
SOCCER 
The Bombers (11-2-4) squeaked 
by the Oswego State Lakers 1-0 in 
the first round of the New York 
State Women's Collegiate Athletic 
Association playoffs. 
The victory was Mindy Quigg' s 
25th as head coach of the squad. 
The lone goal was scored by 
senior forward Jamie Kogod, her 
team leading ninth goal, late in the 
first half. 
Kogod also leads the team in 
scoring with 23 total points on the 
season. 
Quigg said her squad did not 
come out at full speed. 
"We came out a little sluggish 
and I felt like we were a little slow," 
Quigg said. 
"We have a lot of injuries right 
now and a lot people have colds and 
are sick, so I don't think we were at 
our best.," she added. 
Kogod agreed the team was not 
running on all cylinders. 
. "I think we were all tired from 
this weekend, but it's not really an 
excuse. We didn't come out as 
strong as we could have," Kogod 
said. 
"A lot of time$ we play down to 
the other team's level and don't 
play our game," she said. 
First-year player Carriane 
Gifford got her third start in goal as 
junior Stephanie Dawson sat out 
the contest with a concussion. 
Gifford made four saves on the af-
ternoon. 
"I was a little nervous at first, but 
I have ·a good team in front of me 
and they held up well so there was 
really no reason to be' nervous," 
Gifford said. 
Gifford also felt the tension of 
guarding a one-goal lead. 
'There was a lot of pressure be-
cause if they came back with one 
goal, then it was tied," Gifford said. 
"And then we would have faced 
another overtime." 
Quigg noted that not being able 
to get a second goal was not so 
much a concern but a frustration. 
"In the second half we started 
dominating play and I don't think 
we created any good scoring op-
portunities," Quigg said. 
'That's a little disappointing be-
cause we're a better team than that," 
she said. 
Quigg added that if a team is 
going to have a bad game and just 
get by it might as well be in the first 
round of the state playoffs because 
the competition will only get 
tougher. 
Ithaca's next game will be 
against Brockport in the semi- fi-
nals of the NYSWCAA playoffs. 
WINNER TAKES BALL 
The Ithacan / Jason .. E'rfi~b .. 
Kelly Coppola '99 fights with a Hamilton d~ for :.~~ · -~ · ~~~ -
possession of the ball In the Bombers1-0 vfctoiy yeaterd.ay,,,.·., · 
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FREE Samples -
Delicious Godiva 
Chocolates & freshly 
brewed Godiva Coffee 
Attitude 
When you walk into a room yoo 
want heads to turn your way. You 
want to set the trends, not follow the 
crowd. Our professionals are 
trained from the National 
Cosmotology Association on the 
newest Fall trends in Haircuts, color, 
perms, make-up and nails. 
431 N. Cayuga SL !Next to Cu::adllia Crm) 
· · · · (607) 277-3943 ;, 
Sunday, Oct. 29: 
Monday, Oct. 30: 
Tuesday, Oct. 31 : 
SAB Fun Flicks 
5- 11 pm in the Coffee House 
RHA Hall Council Night. .. 
In your residence Hall 
Wednesday, Nov. 1: Kayak Club 
Thursday, Nov. 2: 
Friday, Nov. 3: 
Saturday, Nov. 4: 
10:00-11 :00pm in the pool 
The Pickle Preservation 
Society's Pickle Olympics-
'1he Spar for the Jar" 
8:30 in the South Meeting Rm, 
Campus Center 
SAA Bonfire 
7:00-8:00pm 
Campus Center Quad 
(Weather Permlfflng) 
Cortaca Jug Game 1 Prn 
CSN Canned Food Drive@ the game 
BOC Concert 8:00pm Ben Light Gym 
Kevin Nealon and 
Norm MacDonald 
J 
lie~ HaDXl~ 
htttp://www.ithaca.edu/orgs/rha/rha 1 
'--------------------' 
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Passing game leads to second straight will 
Weidman and Higgins keys to 
offensive unit's strong performance 
By Jonathan Whltbourne 
Ithacan Managing Editor 
Ominous gray and black clouds 
hovered over Butterfield stadium 
Saturday as two desperate armies, 
in dire need of a victory, engaged in 
a rain-soaked battle. 
FOOTBALL 
Although the storm clouds pro-
duced torrential rains and inclem-
ent weather, they also symbolized 
both Ithaca's and Montclair State's 
seasons- turbulent and unpredict-
able. 
Weidman's performance set the 
school record for most attempts in a 
season (219) and moved him into 
sixth place on the Ithaca career-
passing yards leader list. 
Aside from putting points on the 
board, the Bomber aerial attack al-
lowed the ground game to develop. 
Running backs Jeff Cherkas '98, 
Anthony Viviano '96 and Josh 
Shottland '99 combined for 127 
total yards rushing. 
D te: October 28, 1995 
Tl e: 1 :00 p.m. 
Pia e: Butterfield Stadium, 
ltha , N.Y. 
\ 
I 
• Se~les Record: 17-11 
\ 
• The Last Time They Played: 
Trailing 10-7 midway through 
the fourth quarter in last 
season's game, the Bombers 
drove 62 yards on 10 plays, 
with running back Jacob 
McCormick '95 scoring the go-
ahead touchdown on a one-
yard plunge. McCormick had 
set up the first-and-goal 
situation with a 17-yard 
scamper to the Hobart 3-yard 
line. 
Hobart had one more chance to 
come back, but were stopped cold 
as quarterback Greg Helmer was 
sacked on fourth and 18. Ithaca 
won 14-_10, keeping its playoff 
hopes alive. 
ABOUT HOBART 
Afflllatlon: NCAA Division Ill 
· Current Record: 2-5 
Points/Game: 21.07 
Points Allowed/Game: 26 
Last Week: Lost to Alfred 35-14 
Starters Lost: 11 (6 offense/5 
defense) 
Letter Winners Returning: 24 
Basic Offense: Pro Set 
Basic Defense: 5-2 
However, the Bombers reversed 
, their fortune Saturday by downing 
Montclair State 33-7, and revived 
their playoff hopes in the process. 
"We were able to pass well 
throughout the game and that added 
another dimension to our offense," 
Higgins said. "We always had their 
defense guessing and they never 
knew· what we were going to do 
next. Our line really played well 
and that allowed our offense to make 
big plays." 
Hawk offense by recording five 
tackles and three sacks. Senior line-
backers Jon Genese and Geoff 
Green proved menacing to oppos-
ing running backs by leading the 
defensive unit with six tackles each. 
season, but I know we' re capable of 
playing even better." 
With just three games left in the 
regular season, the Bombers must 
continue their winning ways if they 
hope to qualify for postseason play. 
Although Ithaca's window of op-
portunity is small, the team remains 
optimistic and still believe making 
the playoffs is a realistic goal. 
Considered a major disappoint-
ment after three consecutive losses, 
Ithaca finally found the winning 
formula- junior quarterback Neal 
Weidman and junior split-end Jeff 
Higgins. 
Weidman completed 18 passes 
for 210 yards on the day and threw 
four touchdown tosses, including 
.... two to his favorite target Higgins. 
While the Red Hawk defense 
floundered, their offense did not 
fare much better. Montclair State 
only managed six first downs 
against the stingy Bomber defense 
and mustered just I 66 yards in total 
offense. 
Senior defensive end Scott 
Connolly helped ground the Red 
"We prepared hard for this game 
and we were ready for anything," 
Connolly said. "If you watch the 
[game] film you can see everyone 
on defense is just flying all over the 
field making plays. This was prob-
ably our best defensive effort of the 
"We play three good teams in 
the next couple of weeks and if we 
can knock off Buffalo State and 
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USCHEAP. 
IT'S NOT EVERYDAY 
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT 
LIKETHAT. 
,\_ 11 financial companies charge operating fees 
.fi. and expenses - some more than others. Of 
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. 
That way more of your money goes where it should 
- towards building a comfortable future. 
We make low espenae• a high priority. 
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on 
serving the needs of educational and research 
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the 
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds 
industries. 1 
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. - one of the nation's 
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund 
information - says, "Size isn't a constraint; 
it ... enables CREF to realize a remarkable econ~my of 
scale.''2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's 
"minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was 
less than half that charged by comparable funds. 3 
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it . ., 
aside from a very modest operating expense of 1/4 of 
I% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are 
reported after all operating costs have been deducted. 
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's coats Nexceptionally 
low."~ 
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider 
when you make an investment decision. While we're 
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare 
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment 
choices, financial expertise, and personal service. 
Because that can make a difference in the lo~ run, 
too. 
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit. 
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to 
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement 
company. If you'd like to see how our appr~ach can 
help keep more of your money working for you, call 
us at I 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET, 
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment. 
~---
I.~ d Poor",,/NIU'lllta /Wi,,g ~. 1995; Lipper Analytical Servica. lnc.,f,ippcr-Oirrdtr'ni,,Jy6t:J Aw, 1995 (Qumutfy). ~- Source: Momingwtar, V.,;J,le.A,uu,iJiu/uf,'4J 
12/95. 3. Of the 2,358wriableannuity fund.tracked by Monungwt., the~ fund.h»annualexpenaao£0.~ pluaan inazraaceapeue<i l.2.fll.. · Sounie: Mon,.,...., loc:~ 
fur~ e..ding July 31, 1995. 4. Su,,ilw d p_.j ,_ ~A,,,,/yN. 1996. 
. TIAA-CREF ezpenaes are sub~ to~ and are notgu&r&ntttd for the future. CREF ia a variable UIDUicy and ita retur1111..,; notgua,uteed. n..nlueolyo,,,r ~Dt 
• c:an go up or down. no mauer .. ~ czpenae kvela an:. CREP certif~ are diatributcd by TIM-CREF ladmd...iancl.hatirutiDaal.Semcn. For-!"~~ . 
including~ and ezpen- call I 800 &42-2773, extension 5509, fur a pn,opccan. Read 11,e pi-oopectua c:arefuDy before ;you in-or aeacl_ ~- 0... ctr-,._ 7/95.. 
• Head Coach: 
Michael Cragg (Slippery Rock 
'83) is 2-5 in his first season as 
Hobart's coach. 
• Players to Watch: 
First-year running back Mark 
Logan has three 100-yard 
games this season and is 
averaging 95 yards per contest. 
Senior defensive end Jason 
Kremblas leads the Statesmen 
with 8.5 sacks this year. 
Offensive tackle Pat French is 
one of the biggest players in 
college football at 6-6, 375 
pounds. 
Cortland I think we should defi-
nitely make the playoffs," Higgins 
said. "If we end the season [with a 
record of] 6-3 and still don't make 
the playoffs, there's nothing to be 
ashamed of because we know we 
should be there." 
With a two-game winning streak 
under their belts and a maturing 
offensive attack, the Bombers might 
just be in the process of driving the 
early season storm clouds away and 
finding their season's silver lining. 
~ ~  
-atthe-
UniversltlJ 
Let's work together to make 
your formal the best ever 
on record!!! 
Contact our sales office at 
(607) 279-6371 to reserve 
, _ 9at~ ~!"ld_. -.. , ....... 
get our complete 
formal package ideas. 
Packages include open 
bar, delicious hors 
d'oeuvres 
and full dinners. 
All of this at a fabulous 
price of $65.00 
inclusive per couple 
4105 Vestal Parkway East 
Vesta~ NY 13850 
(607) 729-6371 
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Stepl,iaJJt~JllJ.pr'-ssiY~ career starts at home.-,:, 
- .~., . 
. ev Andrew ~archand 
Ithacan Staff 
! Moms who say "Just do the best 
you can~ make.it easy to succeed. 
, Senior forward Todd Stephan 
'96, wboisthirdonl~College's · 
men'ssoccerall-timescoringlistin 
· goals and points, has ·one of these 
moms.· 
"My mom never pressured me," 
Todd said. "I never had to deal with 
that." 
Todd grew upin Guilford, Conn .. 
Soccer in Guilford is like brushing 
your teeth in the morning- it is the 
thing to do. 
In first grade, Todd laced up his 
size-four cleats and began scoring 
goals. Every time he kicked a goal, 
Mom gave him a Snickers. 
"Itwashisfavoritecandy," Mom 
said. "He probably would have got.: 
·ten it anyway." 
Todd's sweet-scoring touch con-
tinued through his freshman year 
SHARP SHOOTERS 
Ithaca-college Men'• Soccer All-time Points Leaders 
Player 
1. Sandor Sl&bo 
2. Ge~>rge Murp'l,y:.. 
3. Todd Stephan ' 
4. John Willams 
5. Mike Neelon 
Seasons 
1960, 1964-65 
1956-58 
1992.-present 
195~-54 
1985:,87, 1989 
Games 
33 
31 
62 
35 
73 
Goals 
80 
44 
40 
35 
33 
Points 
180 
103 
88 
82 
76 
Goals= 2 points, Assist~ 1 point 
when he knocked home l O goals as 
the Empire Athletic Association 
Rookie of the Year. 
Todd entered his senior season 
with 28 career goals and has added 
12 goals this season. That is a lot of 
Snickers. Luckily for Todd's teeth, 
the chocolate tradition ended when 
he was a youngster. 
The "American Heritage Dic-
tionary" defines prima donna as a. 
"temperamental and conceited per-
son." Prima donnas and goal scor-
ers are synonymous with each other. 
Todd just scores goals. 
"He never talks about his goals," 
fellow-captain Jeff Sallade '96 said. 
"A lot of kids would have a big 
head." 
There is no swagger in Todd's 
gait. He would rather talk about his 
team than himself- one would 
never know he needs just four goals 
to move into second place on the 
Bombers' all-time goals list. 
"He's a quiet kid," sai!i senior 
Ross Reynolds, his ex-roommate 
and fellow captain. "He's pretty 
well-put-together." 
Especially when he receives the 
ball inside the 18-yard box. Todd is 
a goal-scorer. During his freshman 
year against RPI, Todd tallied a hat 
trick in the Bombers 3-2 victory. 
"He was· the whole team," 
Sallade said. "It was awesome." 
Todd used his right leg for those 
three goals, but his best scoring 
weapon is his head. "It's instinc-
tual," the six-foot, two-inch for-
ward said. "When the ball goes up, 
I have a feeling of confidence I can 
out-jump my opponent." 
Last year, Todd found it difficult 
to find the back of the net. He scored 
just five goals in an injury-plagued 
season. However, the reason Todd 
called it a "down season" was be-
cause of the finger pointing which 
occurred on the 8-7 team. 
Coming into this year, Todd 
knew he would just have to work 
harder, like Mom. 
In 1971, Mom gave up ~ching 
to stay at home with her first son, 
Craig. When Todd entered the sev-
enth grade, she decided to teach 
again. Mom returned to a clogged 
job market and discoveh!d··she 
needed more degrees.- She attended 
classes at Southern Connecticut 
State University and picked up some 
work as a teacher's aid. 
"She has a lot of courage,"Todd 
said. "She really dedicated herself 
by getting her master's." 
Today, Mom teaches the fourth 
grade at the Jeffrey Elementary 
School. 
The Bombers stand at 9-1-5 and 
it is likely that they will participate 
in the NCAA tournament for the 
first time since Todd has played on 
the South Hill. Todd believes the 
top moment of his career will hap-
pen then. 
Perhaps it will be a game-win-
ning Snickers. 
All-time scorer's st~tistics earn him legendary status 
By Andrew Marchand 
Ithacan Staff · 
-A soccer player becomes a leg-
end by scoring 80 goals in.33 games. 
Sandor Szabo '65 is an Ithaca 
College sports legend. 
· In 1956,astheHungarianRevo-
h.ition took place, Szabo fled the 
country by swimming to safety. 
When he arrived on foreign soil, 
officials immediately put him in 
jail. The police said he could pick 
tlje· 'country he wanted to go to. 
Spbo decided on Holland because 
someofhis family lived there. How-
ever, the immigrant quota had al-
ready been filled. 
Szabo then chose to emigrate to 
the United States. 
Szabo attended high school in 
Schenectady, N.Y. After a year in 
high school, Szabo enrolled at Ithaca 
College and became the greatest 
goal-scorer in school history. 
80 goals irt 33 games. 
"He was a professional playing 
among amateurs," said George 
Valesente, Szabo's former team-
mate and current head baseball 
coach. 
Valesente remembered how 
Szabo once trapped the ball at the 
: top of the 18yardboxwithhisback 
· to the net and a defender guarding 
goal side. Szabo flicked the ball 
"I HIIRI-SIDPPING JHRUIIR IN IHI 
IRIDIDll·DF 'llllNS' 
BUI FIR SUPIRIDRr 
·-~--
. ~ . ... 
over his head with his right foot, did 
a 180-degree tum and whipped a 
left-footed shot into the upper left 
corner of the net. 
After his first year on the South 
Hill, Szabo left school and joined 
the Army. While stationed in Eu-
rope, Szabo played some pick-up 
soccer and the town mayor asked 
Szabo' s superiors if he could play 
on the local team. They obliged and 
Szabo became such a star he rarely 
had to pull out his wallet to pay for 
dinner. 
In 1964, he returned to terrorize 
Ithaca College opponents. Teams 
marked Szabo with two, sometimes 
three ·playe:rs, but he continued to 
. • ~ ••I 
score. 
80 goals in 33 games. 
The next year, Szabo scored six 
goals in a win over St. John Fisher. 
That season, he led the Bombers to 
an undefeated regular season and 
their first trip to the NCAA tourna-
ment. 
"In the week leading up to the 
first round Sandor broke his arm in 
gymnastics class," said Carlton 
"Carp" Wood, Szabo's former 
coach. "He played anyway and 
scored a goal." 
The Bombers lost to Brown, 2-
1. During the 12 game season, Szabo 
set a school single season mark for 
goals with 35. 
In the fall of 1966, Szabo came 
back to school, strapped on. a hel-
met and place-kicked for tll~ unde-
feated Bombers' footballiteam. In 
his final game against American 
International College, Szabo set 
school records for field goals at-
tempted and made in a .. ~ by 
splitting the uprights four out of six 
times in the Bombers' 40~i~ift9ry. 
Just like on the field/Szabo is 
hard to catch· up with now. ·wt>od 
talks·with Szabo occasionallv.\but 
is not sure where he is.Wood thij,ks 
he returned to Hungary. i ; 
Maybe he swam. Is; lit 
inconcei~ble? ~ , 
8Q glttils in 33 games. I ; 
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By. Margie Obreza 
!~Staff 
Brian Boyle (53rd) and first-
yearrunnerGregLoomis(75th). 
straight set · ' 
In cross-country, having se-
cure footing is important to run 
well. The men's cross-country 
team battled nationally ranked 
Division III teams as well as 
Mother Nature to place fifth at 
the Albany Invitational on Sat-
urday. 
MEN'S CROSS-
COUNTRY 
·"Ina race like Saturday's, with 
the steady downpour of rain, it 
makes it really hard to run and 
messes up your footing," junior 
Mike Pawlowski said. "It was 
slippery and soaked, but we were 
pleased with our finish." 
. The only teams that were vic-
torious over Ithaca· were three 
nationally-ranked Division llI 
squads and Division I Yale Uni-
versity. 
Williams, which is ranked 
first in the Division III poll, took 
top honors with 38 points, fol-
lowed by Yale with 41 points. 
RIT, which is ranked seventh in 
the Division III poll,took third 
place with 79 points, followed 
by I 7th-ranked St. Lawrence 
with 140 points. Ithaca came in 
fifth place with 214 points. 
Pawlowski was the top 
Bomber runner, crossing the fin-
ish line in 19th place with a time 
of 27:48. Rounding out the top 
five were sophomore Erron 
Hubbell (32nd)r sophomore 
~ndy Weishaar (35th), junior 
Head Coach Jim Nichols said 
he was pleased with his team's 
finish considering the weather. 
"The fact that we drove up 
the day of the meet and the ter-
rible weather conditions madeit 
a very difficult day to ·race," 
Nichols said. 
"The fact that we finished 
fifth and did not run well is en-
couraging." 
In addition to their fifth-place 
finish at Albany, the Bombers 
posted their first invitational win 
of the season at the Allentown 
Invitational two weekends ago. 
The team outran 41 other squads 
in order to capture the win. 
I:-eading the way again for 
the Bombers was Pawlowski, 
placing fifth overall with a time 
of 27: 17. Rounding out the top 
five were Weishaar( 12th), Boyle 
( 13th), Hubbell ( 16th) and 
sophomore Mike Kennedy 
(25th). 
"We ran extremely well at 
the Allentown Invitational, es-
pecially for traveling out of our 
region," Nichols said. 
Nichols said that he is look-
ing forward to the New York 
State College Track and Field 
Association Championship next 
Saturday at St. Lawrence Uni-
versity. 
"If you go by paper, we 
should definitely come in the 
top five, only to be beat by the 
nationally-ranked schools," 
Nichols said. "But if we run 
well, then anything is possible." 
victory after 
weekend loss 
By Kirk Goodman 
Ithacan Staff 
A sure sign of a successful team 
is their ability to rebound after a 
tough defeat. 
The volleyball team looked to 
do just that in Tuesday night's con-
test against Binghamton. 
VOLLEYBALL 
And rebound they did, crushing 
Binghamton in three games, 15-6, 
15-6, 15-6. The victory put the 
Bombers record at29-2 for the year. 
Binghamton came into the match 
with a 35-7 record, having won 28 
of their last 31 matches. 
"We played well, considering 
we just came off a loss," senior 
hitter Bonnie McDowell said. "We 
were a little down after the week-
end, but it didn't show." 
McDowell led the Bomber at-
tack with 14 kills, while first-year 
player Jill Finochio dished out 31 
assists. Sophomore Heidi Nichols 
added 11 kills and first-yearathlete 
Kinga Skuza served up five aces in 
the winning effort. 
This game was meaningful for 
McDowell as it was the last regular 
season home game of the senior 
captain's career at Ithaca College. 
"It was very special for me," 
McDowell said. "[Head Coach] 
Janet [Grzymkowski] mentioned 
my accomplishments during my 
The Ithacan I Chuck Holliday 
Klnga Skuza '99 serves In Tuesday's match against Binghamton. 
four years to us before the game said. "She's given the team a lot of 
and that was playing in my mind leadership this year and we wanted 
during the game." : to play well and win for her." 
Lemery said the team was in- The Bombers take to the road 
spired by McDowell. Friday to play in the Messiah Col-
"Bonnie has been great," Lemery Iege Invitational. 
DATE AT·EIGHT'. 
Ronn 
---------------Directed by: Karen Veaner 
Music director: Ken Ols.wn 
Choreographer: Elizabeth Livesay 
Kulp Auditorium, Ithaca High School 
Oct 28 at 3:00pm & 8:00pm 
Nov 3 & 4 at 8:00pm; & 5 -at 3:00pm 
f\ . " U Costumed spectators receive.a chance for door prizes .. 
Tickets at: Logos, Hickey's & Willard Straight or at_the doo~ 
$9 general admission $7 student~ & srs. $6 maunees 
For infonnation and reservations: 277-4847 
watch moJlday nigh:t football 
onaw~D~··· it should have it's own zip code. 
HUGE 10 FOOT SCREEN! es pitchers ~ drafts 
208 loi! sdoe 
wings ogs 
PRIZES! FUN! 
Holiday Inn Executive 'lbwer 
222 S. Cayuga St., Ithaca • 272-1000 
A Per(ormallc ..~_ Program 
-_:about-, 
'• ,.,., 
, Communication 
.. ···-: ·.-·._. . . 
-__ -_·and' · · 
Sexual,;Decision-.--.Making. < ' 
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... · ... -.. 
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. .. . . 
.... 
Row to,\get :,~k~t:.:jQ11.:·},ya~t, 
. . .*, ·, . ,' . . ' . . >· • • • 
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WOMEN'S SOCCER FOOTBALL 
lthaea(11•2-4) 
Ranked 11th In ISAA Div. Ill 
Wednesday 10/18 
--- Ithaca def. Nazareth 
Frtd(ly 10/'20 
Ithaca def. Clarkson 
3-1 
2-0 
Ithaca-<~> 
Satur'clay 10/14 
""8ca def. St. Lawrence 
Saturday 10/21 
Ithaca def. Montclair State 
Individual Statlatlca 
Sr. Jamie Kogod 
So. Buffi Long 
Saturday 10/21 
1 goal, 1 assist 
1 goal 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Ithaca (9-1·5) 
Ithaca tied St. Lawrence 
Individual Statlatlca 
Jr. Maureen Frayler 
Sr. Jamie Kogod 
Tuesday 10/24 
Ithaca def. Oswego 
FIELD HOCKEY 
tthaca (11-5-1) 
Saturday 10/14 
Ithaca def. Springfield 
Wednesday 10/18 · 
Ithaca def. Rochester 
Saturday 10/21 
1-1 (OT) 
1 goal 
1 assist 
Ranked 14th in ISAA Div. II 
Saturday 10/14 
Ithaca def. Rensselaer 
Wednesday 10/18 
1-0 tta,a~ tied R.t.T. 
lndlvldual Statistics 
Sr. Todd Stephan 
Sr. Eric Pepper 
Friday 10/20 
2-0 
Ithaca def. Alfred 
Individual Statlatlca 
Sr. Todd Stephan 
Sr. Mike Nichter 
3 2 Tuesday 10/24 
• - Ithaca tied Cortland 
34-7 
33-7 
3-1 
1-1 (OT) 
1 goal (10th) 
13 saves 
1-0 (OT) 
1 goal (11th) 
1 assist 
1-1 (OT) 
: vs Trenton (cane.) 
Wednesday 10/25 
Ithaca def. Hamilton 1-0 MEN'S 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
College Field Hockey Coaches 
Association Division Ill Poll 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
Saturday 10/14 
• The 11/itlca'n 
Thursday, Ociober 26,''7W5 
p"'~2~ 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
@ Roberts/Wesleyan Invitational 4th 
Ithaca (9-1) 
Tuesday 10/17 
Ithaca def. Hamilton 7-2 Saturday 10/21 
@ Albany Invitational 
Individual Statistics 
Fr. Meaghan Brady 26th 
Sr. Michele Doti 54th 
So. Heather McGimpsey 57th 
So. Laura Werner 58th 
So. Leah Crivello 75th 
VOLLEYBALL 
Ithaca (29-2) 
Ranked 3rd in AVCA Div. Ill 
Friday 10/13 
Ithaca def. Rutgers-Newark 
Saturday 10/14 
Ithaca Invitational 
Ithaca def. New York University 
Ithaca def. Eastern Connecticut 
11th Friday 10/20 
20.26 , Ithaca tied for 6th in the NYSWCAA 21 ;09 Championship @ Manlius 
21:12 
21
: 
12 Senior Career Wins 21:43 
Player Singles Doubles Overall 
Harriet Cohen 35(4th) 37(5th) 72(4th) 
Tracy Saldinger 32(6th) 21 53(6th) 
Heather Umen 21 30(Bth) 51(7th) 
Cortney Trull 22 28(10th) 50(8th) 
3_0 ~All-time Ithaca College ranking in parentheses 
3-1 
3-1 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Tournament of Champions @ R.I.T. 
Friday 10/27 
Volleyball @ Messiah Invitational 9:00 
Friday 10/20 
Ithaca def. Vassar 
Ithaca def. R.I.T. 
Saturday 10/21 
Ithaca def. Brockport 
Cortland def. Ithaca 
Individual Statistics 
Fr. Jill Finochio 
Sr. Bonnie McDowell 
3-0 Saturday 10/28 
3-0 Field Hockey Playoffs vs. Hamilton 
@ William Smith 
3-0 Women's Soccer Playoffs 
3-1 @ Oswego 
Women's Cross-Country 
11:00 
11:00 
12:00 
Number 
1 
Team Record 
16-0-0 
12-0-0 
14-1-0 
13-3-0 
11-2-2 
10-4-0 
10-3-1 
10-0-0 
11-2--0 
9-5-1 
Ithaca (1-1) 
Saturday 10/14 
@ Roberts/Wesleyan Invitational 
@ Allentown Invitational 
Saturday 10/21 
3rd Jr. Teresa Lemery 
44 assists, 20 digs 
24 kills 
17 digs 
Championship @ Plattsburgh 
Varsity Football vs Hobart 1 :00 
Men's Soccer @ Geneseo 2:00 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6' 
7 
8 
9 
10 
William Smith 
Trenton State (NJ) 
Eastern Mennonite (VA) 
Messiah (PA) 
Cortland State 
Salisbury State (MD) 
Goucher (MD) 
Williams (MA) 
Mary Washington (VA) 
Ithaca 
,... .. __,, ___ , --·- _-:.,._ 
@ Albany Invitational 
lndlvldual Statistics 
Jr Mike Pawlowski 
So Erron Hubbell 
So Andy Weishaar 
Jr Brian Boyle 
Jr Greg Loomis 
19th 
32nd 
- 35th 
53rd 
75th 
1st 
5th 
27:48 
28:18 
28:28 
28:51 
29:08 
J:-Jctre11t Career Co11versatio11s 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS 
: UNIQUE NETWORKING 
:_ OPPORTUNITY DURING 
~ ·- ),o 
PARENTS' WEEKEND 
t ~:-: Come ~d meet informally with profess1onals from 
diverse career fields: 
, ~etwOikwithparentsanddiscuss Rlife after Itl:a:l:l Oil.leg:" 
Friday, October 27, 1995 
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM 
E~er~on Su~tes, Camp1:1s Center 
To sign-up, come·.io the Office'of Career Planning'& .. · 
.. Placement.or ff<)ntact Gary Limepage at 274:~~65 : -\ -. 
- ' J ' • ' • ... _. ~ .,.,.. - ' • 
[) • C ~ ~ • '.', n 1 (--, ·, 0 - ~, , -, • ' ,(- , ; -, -, \ ' 0 }• s '~ t f, ' ', • '!, '-2 
i ~ ( f l - f 1 ~- t. ,_ r • ~... ;~:. ·; ~ ~~¥ ; \ ~ ), 1 ~ ! , L l L ~ ~ ~ ,' : l i. J 
' . 
~· '~ _·. 
JUNIOR 
VARSITY FOOTBALL 
Ithaca (2-1-1) 
Sunday 10/15 
Sunday 10/29 
Field Hockey Playoffs 
@ William Smith 
Women's Soccer Playoffs 
@ Oswego 
11:00 
12:00 -
vs Colgate JV (cane.) 
Monday 10/16 ,Compiled by. 
Ithaca def. King's JV 42-6 · · -Jason Miller 
BEA PART OF 
AN EXCITING TEAM! 
tsz;·-··n· - ,,, .. ,/., ' , ... , ., ..... ' (-: 
PEER RECRUITERS 
........ , -.... -- .... -... - -.... - --·-.... -, .... ., .......... --.. -- .... ·. ..,;::' 
These special student volunteers help 
high school seniors get to know I.C. ! 
Second Orientation Meet_ing: 
Monday, October 30,- 1995 
6:00 - 7:00 pm '·. 
Office of Admission-
100 Job Hall 
'ALL ARE WELCOME! 
>'',•'\II' 
, , /,,, (,, 1 1 , , , 
The. 
Senior Drama major Terrie Costello prepares 
a wig for one of the actors. 
· The·· Tneatet Depart-
. ment's production of 
1.776 comically reenacts 
. the rather witty dialogue 
, th~t (might have) 
occurred while our 
: forefathers pondered 
independence. 
'•,,' ' 
'·,. Tak Kata, a sophomore Theater Arts major, 
mixes paint for the set. 
- -;,' 
- i .~· 
Phot{)S 
by 
· Jason 
Erlich 
Left: Senior Mark Price exudes a 
commanding presence as John Adams. 
Colln Stewart, who has held the position of Technical Director for two months, cuts Sophomore Canar Samayoa plays Mr. Rutledge of South Virginia In the production. 
molding for the set. Here he forcefully practices his number, "Molasses to Rum." 
·-r-
